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CHAPTER-I 



INTRODlJCTION 

In the last fifty years Pakistan-India relations, unfortunately, 

have remained adversarial. The two countries have fought three wars 

in the past and ~ven during the rest of the period their bilateral 

relations were characterised by mutual distmst, suspicion and tension. 

The .. tensions and conflicts in their bilateral relations have had their 

impact not only these countries and their peoples but also on the entire 

South Asian region. The pace and direction of the Pakistan-India 

relations has been determined by their bilateral disputes, their 

respective domestic socio-political dynamics and by the global cold 

war politics into which south Asia has also been dragged The baste 

determining factors that have influenced the formulation of Pakistani 

and Indian foreign policies vis-a-vis each other have been the 

problems created by the partition of the sub-continent and their 

respective domestic political compulsions as well as the dynamics of 

the cold war politics. The partition of the subcontinent has created the 

problems like territorial and border disputes, the problem of 

minorities, evacuee property sharing of the western river waters, 

distribution of financial assets. The differences over these problems , 

affected adversely the course of the Indo-Pakistan relations in the past. 

The contentious bilateral issues that have largely determined the 

direction of Pakistan-India relations include the Kashmir issue, 

Siachen, Wular Barrage project, Sir Creek etc. While some of the 

problems that have arisen both during and after the partition were 



resolved by the two countries, some other intricate and complex issues 

like Kashmir continue to strain the relations between the two countries 

even today. 

The national ideologies, national interests, arid their respective 

attitudes towards world politics have detennined Indian and Pakistani 

foreign policies towards each other. Indian foreign policy in general 

and India· s Pakistan policy in particular are based on the principles of 

non-alignment democracy, secularism and · peaceful co-

existence.lndia's policy towards the Indo-Pak bilateral issues is 

governed by its supreme national interests of promoting and protecting 

its national unity and territorial inte!:,rrity. In line with its foreign policy 

posture of non-alignment India has followed the approach of 

bilateralism towards its disputes with Pakistan while the latter seeks to 

involve third party to resolve the bilateral disputes. The interesting 

feature of Indian foreign policy towards Pakistan is that from the 

beginning there has been a broad national consensus in the country on 
\ 

the foreign policy matters, be it in the case of Kashmir or any other 

dispute with Pakistan. Indian foreign policy towards its neighbours, 

including Pakistan has been predicat.ed on principles of Panchasheel 

which include 'peac~ful co-existence and non interference in internal 

affairs of other countries and forging of good and friendly relations. 

Another domestic factor that plays a significant role in the formulation 

of India ·s Pakistan Policy, directly or indirectly, is the presence of 

large number of muslims in the country who constitute the largest 



national minority. For instance, it is argued that the state of Jammu 

and Kashmir, with a majority Muslim population, is central not only to 

India· s territorial integrity, but aiso to strengthen the secular 

foundations of the Indian state. 

Pakistan's India policies have largely been determined and 

shaped by both the domestic political compulsions as well as the 

external factors. Pakistan internally faces an identity crisis vis-a-vis 

India and this has been a major domestic political consideration 

impinging on its India policies. Pakistan faces the problem of identity 

crisis in that it has no natural frontier and separate history, or even 

culture, linguistic or ethnic identity of its own. Except that the bulk of 

Pakistanis are Muslims, it has almost everything in common with 

India. Moreover, the two nation theory, on the basis of which Pakistan 

came into existence was proved to be fallacious by the secession of 

East-Pakistan and emergence of Bangladesh. Also, Islam has not been 

successful in forging and consolidating national identity and 

inte!:,rration in .what remained of the united Pakistan. As 'Pakistan 

ideology' proved to be fallacious, the Pakistani rulers emphasized on 

the inculcation of an anti-India attitude of mind as an essential 

component of Pakistani patriotism. This' has inevitably led to an 

abiding anti-Indian stance in Pakistani foreign policy. Another major 

determinant of Pakistan's India policy is the belief of the Pakistani 

rulers that the validity of the two-nation theory can be reasserted and 

reaffirmed only if the Muslim majority Indian state of Jammu and 



Kashmir secedes from India and joins Pakistan. Therefore Pakistan's 

India policy has largely been determined by the Kashmir factor. 

Pakistan also claims that it is the !!uardian of the Muslims of the sub-... 

continent a-nd,· tl1erefore, is concerned about the safety and future of 

Muslim minority in India. The basic and more important than the 

above. determinant of Pakistan's India policies is that from the 

inception Pakistani decision-makers believed that India has not 

reconciled itself to the creation of Pakistan and is bent _on undoing 

Pakistan and, therefore, poses a security threat to Pakistan's territorial 

integrity. Pakistan perceives India as a politico-military and religious 

threat to it, even if any actual threat does not exist. 

·The first and toremost objective of the Pakistan· s foreign policy 

therefore, had been to seeking security against India. For Ayub Khan, 

the 'security and development' were the principal objectives of 

Pakistan's foreign policy and this security included preservation of 

Pakistan's ideolO!:,')'. 1 Pakistan in the initial phase had sought to forge 

Islamic solidarity and brotherhood with all the Muslim countries of 

South West Asia. Prime Minster Liaquat Ali Khan speaking before the 

world Muslim conference at Karachi on 9 February 1951 had stated: 

"If the western democracies can enter into pacts to protect their way of 

life and if the communist countries can fonn a block on the basis that 

they have an ideology, why can't the Muslim peoples get together to 

Mohammed Ayub Khan. Friend,· Not Masters: A Folitical Autohio>,YTaphy. 
London. 196 7. p I I 5 



protect themselves and to show to the world that they have an 

ideology and way of life which ensures peace and hannony in the 

world' .. 2 

In line with these objectives. Pakistan sought to enlist the 

support of the Muslim countries to balance India militarilv and for 

political and diplomatic support over the Kashmir issue. In the 

immediate post-independence period, Pakistan turned to the Islamic 

nations of South West Asia. This was ideologically attractive, as at 

that time Pakistan took its Islamic status much more seriously than did 

most of its neighbours to the west: moreover, it seemed to hold the 

promise of Pakistan's inclusion in an Islamic system that would allow 

Pakistan to limit its involvement in South Asia~. However Pakistan 

has t~1iled in its endeavour because of the basic diflerences within the 

Muslim countries of South West Asia. Pakistan, therefore in its 

anxiety to achieve military parity with India pursued a policy of total 

alignment with the West thereby paving the way for Great Power 

involvement in the affairs of the subcontinent. 

It was the Pakistani leadership which initially devised a strategy 

of involving the U.S. in the affairs of South Asia to neutralize India, 

Even before the sub-continent was partitioned, Mohammed Ali Jinnah 

Cited in S.M. Burke: Maimprinxs r~f Indian and Pakistan f_,oreign policies. 
pi 17 

Richard Sission and Leo E Rose. War and Secession: Pakistan. India and 
the creation of Bangladesh. !990. p 4 7 



started sending feelers to the United States about the utility of Pakistan 

for American interests in the region. He elaborated two types of 

threat, in the containment of which Pakistan could play an important 

role: Russian agt,rression and Hindu imperialism. His contention was 

that Pakistan was situated in an ideal position to check both menance 

and, hence. the United Sates should provide assistance to it. Before 

taking over the reins of power in the newly created Pakistan, Jinnah 

had conveyed to the American Ambassador in India and other 

Department of State ofticials that a sovereign Pakistan would be in 

consonance with American interests.4 The colonial powers especially 

the United States had developed an intrusive interest and patron-ization 

in the sub-continental affairs. Their thinking was that colonial powe1 

would continue to play a guiding role in the sub-continent even afte1 

India's pmtition into two political countries. The derivative logic wm 

as the partition reflected the bitterness and antagonism between tht: 

two major communities inhabiting India, the British and othe1 

important western powers would have to play an arbitrating, pacifyin! 

role in setting relations between them. 5 The great powers intervened ir 

south As_ian affairs to promote their global strategic interests. In tht 

· early 1950s the U.S was looking for new allies in Asia to contair 

China and the Soviet Union. Pakistan's geographical situation, it~ 

contiguity to China, and its position below Russia's belly wen 

Cited in D.O. Khanna and Kishore Kumar. l>ialo;:w! r~f the lJea( lh1 
lndia-Fakistan Divide. p. 212 

J N Dixit. Anatomy of a tlawed inheritance 199). p 212 



considered ideal for military bases from where the U.S. could operate. 

The U .S. therefore, entered into a .military pact with Pakistan. The 

U.S. interest in South Asia, apart from containment of communism, 

was to check India's power and influence in the region by acting as a 

useful counter force to Nehru· s tieutralism." Pakistan, on its part, gave 

up its initial foreign policy posture of non-alignment and joined the 

westem mjlitary alliance led by the U.S. Between 1953 and 1962 

Pakistan got $2.1 billion in aid from the U.S.A. of which $1.6 billion 

was economic aid and$ 0.49 billion was military aid. 7 

During the 1960s Pakistan adopted an approach of bilateralism 

under which Ayub Khan sought to cultivate China against India. 

Following the worsening of relations between China and India and 

1962 Chinese ag!:-,rression against India, China came close to Pakistan. 

This foreign policy posture of bilateralism was meant to maintain 

good equation with all the three major powers the Soviet Union, the 

U.S and china and seek guarantees and assistance from them to 

balance India. ln the words of Ayub Khan "it would be like walking 

on a triangular tight rope it was vital to determine the limits of 

tolerance within which bilateral equations might be construed. The big 

power might have their differences but Pakistan need not get involved 

in that: we should neither philosophize about their problems nor act as 

7 

V. D. Chopra. l'akistan and Asian Peace( New Delhi: Patriot Publishers. 
1985).p49. 

K.R Singh. "Pakistan and Southwest Asia .. in V D Chopra (ed) Studies 
111 f11do-J>ak l<elations. 1984. p 275 

7 



busy bodies. This approach is dictated by a sense of Pakistan· s 

limitations: we have neither the desire nor the capacity to get mixed 

up in their wrangling. We are not in a position either to influence their 

decisions or to solve their problems. The basis of our foreibTfl policy 

thus is that we stay within our own means, political as well as 

economic··. x This policy had resulted in cementing of China -

Pakistan ties and China extended its help to Pakistan during 1965 Indo 

Pakistan war over Kashmir. Pakistan received hefty economic 

assistance from china during the 1960s. In addition to the loans of 

$60 million given to Pakistan in 1965, and another loan of $40.50 

million advanced in 1969, China gave $6.90 million to Pakistan for 

the purchase of food. During President Yahya Khan· s visit to Peking, 

China pledged a further 500 Yuan (over $200 million) for Pakistan's 

Fourth five-year plan, thus doubling the amount of assistance given 

towards the previous plan. 9 

By initiating the 1965 war Pakistan attempted to snatch 

Kashmir from· India. Six rounds of negotiations were held between 

India and Pakistan to resolve the Kashmir issue between 1962 and 

May 1963. However, neither side was prepared to make significant 

territorial con~essions and these bilateral talks proved infmctuous. 

The failure of bilateral negotiations gave rise to Pakistani misgivings 

Cited in S.M. Burke. l 1akistan 's foreign flo/icy: A Historit.:al Ana~ysis. 
1973. p 360. 

Ibid. p. 363 

X 



that its claim to Kashmir was steadily loosing ground. The Pakistani 

leadership, therefore devised a strategy to foment a rebellion in the 

vallev and then seize Kashmir throul!h use of force. During this time 
~ .... .... 

following the theft of a holy relic from the Hazaratbal shrine in 

Srinagar a series of riots and violent demonstrations erupted in the 

Kashmir valley in December 1963. Pakistan construed these events in 

Kashmir as indicative of widespread Kashmir resentment. Secondly, 

during the Rann of Kutch incident when Pakistan tried some military 

incursions, the Indian government decided not to respond vigorously. 

These events, led Pakistani leadership to miscalculate and 

underestimate Indian military strength and Pakistan launched the 1965 

war against India. The war, however, ended in a stalemate and under 

the terms of the at,'Teement reached at Tashkent with the Soviet 

mediation, the two countries at,'Teed to retum to the status quo ante. 

After the I 965 war Pakistan was receiving only little military 

aid from the U.S. and, therefore, Pakistani rulers relied heavily on 

China to meet Pakistan's security needs. During the I 971 Indo

Pakistan War over East-Pakistan, China gave Pakistan strong moral 

backing and the United States too tilted towards Pakistan. It may be 

noted here that the U.S. had sent U.S.S. Enterprise aircraft carrier into 

the Bay of Bengal as a way of reassuring Pakistanis of U.S. support of 

opposition to the impending occupation of East Pakistan by Indian 

forces. This war had led to the secession of East Pakistan from the 

Pakistan and emergence of Bangladesh as an independent nation. 

') 



Following its military debacle Pakistan entered into 1972 Shimla 

Agreement with india. Under the Shimla accord both Pakistan and 

India have agreed to resolve all the outstanding issues, including 

Kashmir through peaceful means bilaterally. The total military rout at 

the hands of India in the 1971 war compelled the Pakistani policy 

makers to look for alternative ways of seeking security against their 

perceived Indian threat. The Pakistanj rulers' perception that India is 

out to undo partition and dismember Pakistan was further strengthened 

bv Pakistan's militarv defeat in the war and secession of East-_. -

Pakistan. However, the Pakistani rulers failed to see the reason and 

imderstand the actual factors that have led to Pakistan's 

dismemberment. It was indeed Pakistan's domestic political 

economic and cultural factors that have led to the breakup of Pakistan 

and not any foreign hand as Pakistani decision makers believed. The 

domination of the Punjabis ·in the Pakistani military, bureaucracy and 

politics, the economic exploitation of East Pakistan by the west

Pakistani entrepreneurs and the imposition of Urdu on the East 

Pakistan Bengalis as the national language by Pakistan - all these 

factors combined together to alienate East Pakistanis from West 

Pakistan. 

When the Bengali speaking people protested against the step

motherly attitude, the Pakistan anny crushed and suppressed the 

protest movement with an iron hand. To escape the atrocities, and the 

repression let loose by the Pakistani army, millions of East Pakistanis 



crossed the border and took refuge in India~ Unable to accommodate 

the inflow of refugees India eventually had to intervene in the conflict. 

The emergence of East Pakistan has given a death blow to the two

nation theory on which Pakistan's national ideology was based. The 

·secession of East Pakistani Bengali Muslims from Pakistan has 
'-' 

falsified the two-nation theory on the basis of which Pakistan was 

carved out from Indian Subcontinent in 1947. However, the secession 

has created fears in the minds of the Pakistani rulers about the Islamic 

foundations of the Pakistani state and it is intere~ting to note that in 

the subsequent years there has been an increasing Islamisation of 

Pakistan polity. As mentioned earlier, Pakistan looked for alternative 

ways of seeking security against India after the 1971 war and Bhutto 

intensified Pakistan's quest for acquiring nuclear capability to balance 

India's conventional superiority. It was probably the humiliating 

defeat in 1971 war that crystallized Bhutto' s thinking on the nuclear 

issue and set him irreversibly on the course to nuclear capability. 

However, Bhutto :.s nuclear ambitions for Pakistan could be traced 

back to a much earlier period. Addressing the National Assembly of 

Pakistan in 1965, Bhutto asserted, , .. If India builds the bomb we will 

eat grass and leaves, even go hungry. But we will get one of our own, 

we have no altemative. 10 India's peaceful nuclear explosion of 1974 

at Pokhran proved to be a convenient excuse for Pakistan to accelerate 

its own nuclear Programme and justify it to its own people. However, 

)() 
Cited in Prithvi Ram Mudiam. Indo- Pak Nuclear Rivalry. Stratef{ic 
Alla~n·is. June 1997. p. 478 

II 



Pakistan faced difficulties in obtaining technological aid from the 

external sources, as the westem countries; including the U.S had 

tightened their nuclear non proliferation laws considerably following 

the Indian nuclear explosion in 1974 and kept a close watch on 

nuclear threshold states, that is, the states which are on the verge of 

acquiring nuclear capability. As the military aid was not forth-coming 

and the U.S has tightened its non proliferation laws Pakistan started 

searching for new avenues of economic aid for its nuclear programme. 

Pakistan negotiated with France in 1973 to ,buy a plutonium 

reprocessing plant despite American pressure not to do so and signed a 

deal for the same in 1976. However, France backed out of the deal in 

1978 under American pressure. Pakistan, therefore, devised an 

alternative strategy and started pursuing the uranium- enrichment path 

of nuclear capability. In view of the resource constraints for achieving 

nuclear capability Pakistan began looking towards the West Asian 

Muslim countries tor obtaining the required financial and technical 

assistance. Pakistan used India's nuclear explosion of 1974 to its 

advantage and sought to play the Islamic card for its nuclear 

pro~rramme. Pakistan argued that there had been Indo-Israel 

collaboration in the nuclear test conducted by India in order to rouse 

the feelings of the West Asian nations and to attract economic 

assistance from them. It was in this context that Bhutto referred to 

Pakistan's bomb as "Islamic" in nature. Bhutto asserted '"'The 

Christian, Jewish and Hindu civilizations have this capability only 

Islamic civilization was without it but that position was about to 

11 



change ... 1 
l Thus by playing Islam card Pakistan had succeeded in 

extracting financial assistance from the Muslim countries like Libya. 

Saudi Arabia the United Arab Emirates and Turkev and bv 1987 

Pakistan had clandestinely achieved the nuclear capability. 

Again during the 1980s, with the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan and the emergence of the ·second cold war' Pakistan 

became a front line state in the American strategic designs to contain 

the Soviets. Pakistan served as the conduit point for the supply of huge 

quantities of sophisticated arms for the Afghan Mujahideen. The U.S 

ha<;l pumped in hefty military and economic aid packages into 

Pakistan General Zia, to serve his own political interests, that is. to 

legitimize and consolidate his military dictatorship aligned totally with 

the U.S and allowed Pakistan territory to be used by the U. S in its 

fight against the Soviet forces in Afghanistan. Pakistan on its part

welcomed the newly acquired status (as an ally of the U.S against the 

Soviet union) because it conveniently corresponded with Zia's plans 

of legitimizing his precarious position at home by raising the specter 

of Soviet threat to his government and thus extract maximum possible 

military aid from the west and to secure maximum economic aid from 

the oil rich Arabs in the name of Islamic solidarity and the collective ' 

defence of Islamic Umma community. In fact Zia has reaped 

maxnnum benefits from the Afghan crisis. 12 The authorities m 

II 
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Z.A Bhutto./f/ amAssassinateJ(New Delhi. Vikas. 1979). P 137. 

lhna Singh. "Pakistan· s Foreign policy Under Zia" in \'.D Chopra (ed.) 
Studies in Indo-flak /<.elations. 1984 P 286 



Islamabad diverted much of the sophisticated arms meant for the 

Mujahiden to aid and abet terrorists and secessionist elements in India. 

The connection between Khalistan terrorist and Kashmir militants and 

the Pakistanis was a well-established fact. The Americans, on their 

part, also knew about the diversion of arms meant for Afghan 

Mujahideen to India and Pakistan's proxy war against India in the 

border states of Punjab and Kashmir. The Pentagon and State 

Department officials knew it very well but did not make any objection 

nor did they stop pumping of money and am1s into Pakistan as it 

served the U.S's strategy well. In fact the Americans were involved in 

creating a triangular axis consisting of the U.S., China and Pakistan 

against India and the Soviet Union. Pakistan's decision to become 

involved in the Afghan conflict was motivated by geostrategic and 

domestic imperatives. Pakistan's determination to oppose communist 

domination of .Afghanistan and willingness to block any Soviet 

military adventures represented its strategic objectives convergent 

with those of the United States. In effect Pakistan assumed the role of 

a strategic ally in an effort to contain and, if possible, defeat the Soviet 

Union. 1
' 

Pakistan was worried about the severity of the Soviet military 

and political threat to it. Pakistan feared that Moscow would instigate, 

through material support, ethnic separatist movements in Baluchistan 

11 
\1arvin G. Weinbaum. "'Pakistan and Afghanistan The Strategic . 
Relationship··. Asian SwTey. June 1991. p. 497 

I~ 



and North-West Frontier provmce. Pakistan, therefore, sought to 

remove the Soviet forces from Afghanistan. Secondly, Pakistan's 

foreign policy objective was to establish a federation between Pakistan 

and Afghanistan to attain the benefit of the 'strategic depth' vis-a-vis 

India. A conflict inside Afghanistan that ended favourably could 

provide the kind of friendly regime, expectedly an Islamic one, in 

Kabul that would enable Pakistan to avoid traditional insecurity or at 

least neutralize its western tribal borderlands and avoid future Afghan 

governments with strong links to New Delhi. With territorial depth, a 

Pakistan vulnerable to India's superior military forces and strategic 

position could gain some new military assets and capabilities. More 

positively an alliance with an Islamic government in Kabul, together 

with similar understandings with Iran and possibly even turkey, gave 

promise of new offensive options against India through broad military 

co-ordimHion. 14 

Thus, Pakistan in general and General Zia in Particular had reaped 

maximum benefits from the Afghan crisis. However, this crisis has 

resulted in serious internal domestic problems for Pakistan such as 

terrorist activities of the hostile Afghan groups, drug-trafficking, arms 

smuggling and presence of large number of Afghan refugees. Besides 

these problems intra-Afghan war also hampered Pakistan's efforts to 

develop its economic relations with the newly emerging central Asian 

States. These landlocked states could not have the shortest and most 

14 
Ibid . p 498-99. 

15 



economical outlet to the Arabian Sea via Afghanistan and Pakistan 

due to the continuing War in Afghanistan. The civil war also made it 

impossible to implement the accords signed between Pakistan and 

Central Asian States for' building pipelines to transport oil and gas as 

well as other projects to promote development in the context of 

E.C.0. 1
' 

In the aftennath of the Soviet withdrawal f(mn Afghanistan, the 

U.S. policy towards the region in general and Pakistan in particular 

has changed significantly and Pakistan's importance in the strategic 

designs of the US. has considerably diminished. The global detente 

between the superpowers has brought about "significant positional 

changes in the U.S. policy towards South Asia. showing a new path 

and new challenges." I(; 

Pakistan in the Post-cold war era has enlarged the scope of its 

foreign policy objectives. A re-orientation in Pakistan's foreit,rn 

policy goals and objectives in the Post Cold war period is discernible. 

Pakistan while trying to seek security against India, seeks to pursue its 

strategic and economic interests in West Asia and Central Asia. As 

far as India is concerned Pakistan's foreign policy objectives in the 

Post-Co"ld War eta have been to seek adequate defen~e against India 

by trying to achieve military parity with India. Secondly, Pakistan 

I' 

,,, 
Pakiatan Horizon, vol. 50. no. 3. July 1997,pp. 115-116. 

:\hha Dixit, "'India. Pakistan and the Great Powers·· in Jasjit Singh (ed.) 
india and }Jakistan: ( 'risi., <l Relationship. p. 33. 

((, 



seeks to attain a bargaining position vis-a-\~S India over the Kashmir 

tssue. As regards the central Asia, Pakistan has worked in the 

direction of expanding the defunct ECO (Economic Co-operation 

Organization) and inducted the five newly emerged Central Asian 

Republics into this economic block. Pakistan's military and strategic 

interest in Central Asia is determined by its rivalry with India. The 

geo-political factor of 'strategic depth· against India has been a 

major foreign policy objective for Pakistan in Central Asia. Moreover, 

because of its complex identity crisis vis-a-vis India Pakistan 

perceives that the Islamisation of Central Asian States would 

strengthen and rationalize Pakistan's own existence as nation-state. 17 

Pakistan invoked the card of Islamic fraternity to pursue its economic 

and strategic interest in this region. Pakistan's relationship with the 

U.S. and China in the Post Cold War era has assumed new 

importance. The U.S. requires Pakistan in the Post Cold War 

because of the latter's geo-political proximity to the resource and oil 

rich Central Asian Republics and the middle East. The U.S. also seeks 

to garner the support of a moderate Muslim country which, in US.'s 

assessments combines the practice of Islam with the modern 

democratic ideals, to pursue its strategic and economic interests in the 

Muslim World. China has continued to be a reliable ally of Pakistan 

in the Post Cold War period and extended critical scientific and 

technological assistance to the latter in its missile and nuclear 

PfOh.'Tamme. In the post-Cold War period, Kashmir Issue and the 

17 
Strategic Analysis. November !993. pp. II 09-11 14 

17 



question of nuclear weapons have further aggravated the tension 

between India and Pakistan. Pakistan's strategy from 1989 onwards in 

Kashmir has been to sponsoring terrorism and subversion by giving 

moral and material support to the militants. As Thomas Perry 

Thornton observed: ''preoccupation with India has led Pakistan into 

costly debacles such as the misbegotten 1965 war, waste of budgetary 

sources and policy choices that were probably counter to its values 

and broader interests. Attempts at pressuring India by subversion 

(Kashmir in 194 7, 1965, the 1980s and the 1990s, and Punjab in the 

1980s) proved costly and infructuous". 1x Pakistan's policy of waging 

a proxy war against India is conceived in the light of the failure of the 

last two attempts (I 94 7-48 war and I 965 war over Kashmir) to force 

the issue through military means. Pakistan's calculation is that the 

war of attrition by Kashmiri and foreign mercenaries costs Pakistan 

little in human and material terms where large Indian military 

manpower is kept engaged with adverse world publicity for increasing 

civilian causalities ~hich may in the long-nm rap new Delhi's will. 19 

Thus, Pakistan's proxy war in Kashmir against India has been a 

detenninant qf Indo-Pakistan relations. Further, on Kashmir, which 

both Pakistan and India a!:-rreed under the Shimla A!:-rreement to resolve 

bilaterally through peaceful means, Pakistan's approach has been to 

IX 
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seeking to internationalize Kashmir by calling for third party 

intervention. What is more, Pakistan has sought to link up every other 

lndo-Pak bilateral dispute· to the resolution of Kashmir to its 

satisfaction. Pakistan insists that Kashmir is a ·core issue' between 

the two countries and it should be resolved first, if any prot,rress is to 

be made on other issues. 

The Post-Cold War Era: The Significance: 

Thus, Pakistan-India, relations are significant in the post-cold

war era in many ways. The relations between the two countries have 

assumed an autonomy of pace and direction in the sense that during 
. \ 

the cold war years bilateral relationshijJ of the two countries used to be 

hostage to the dynamics of global cold war nolitics. Now, with the end 

of the st1per power rivalry and a receding of the interest of the major 

extra-regional powers in the South Asian affairs, the course and 

direction of the Pakistan-India relations has acquired a kind of 

autonomy. There has been a discernible shift in the policy and 

approach of the U.S., the sole super power and global hegemon in the 

·present-day world, towards lndo-Pak bilateral issues. For instance, on 

the Kashmir issue, the U.S. now .seems to advocate that India and 

Pakistan should engage in bilateral negotiations to resolve the 

Kashmir problem. And, the U.S. offers its mediation in the settlement 

of the problem only if both India and Pakistan agree to such 

mediation. The U.S. has turned down Pakistan's appeal for its 

mediation on Kashmir saying that such an appeal for its intervention 

l'J 



should come both fi"om Pakistan and India. This shjft in U.S. attitude 

has partly been a result of corresponding improvement in the Indo

U.S. relations. Similarly, China which took a completely pro Pakistan 

stand on Kashmir during the cold war years. seems now to advocate 

that Kashmir is bilateral dispute and should be settled by Pakistan and 

India bilaterally. The shift in Chinese policy is largely a consequence 

of improvement in the Sino-India relations. However, this is not to 

gloss over the fact that as far as the China-Pakistan relations in general 

are concerned, China continues to extend critical nuclear and missile 

technology to Pakistan. 

The study of Pakistan-India relations assumes s1gnificance also 

because of drastic changes in the strategic and security environment of 

South Asia. Both Pakistan and India have now become openly the 

nuclear weapons states. In fact, nuclear dimension has been added to 

the Indo-Pak relationship long back. By 1987, Pakistan has acquired 

the nuclear weapon capability through clandestine means, while In:dia 

has maintained for a very long period an ~Jnbiguous nuclear policy 

from its first peaceful nuclear explosion in 1974. Indo-Pak relations, 

thus, now draw more than before the attention of the international 

community in general and the U.S. in particular whose ma1n global 

concern has bee the non-proliferatim1 of nuclear weapons and 

technology. With the nuclear dimet1sion added to the Indo-Pak 

relations, now it is argued, especially by the west, that Kashmir is a 

"nuclear tlashpoinC. Also, as mentioned earlier, Pakistan· s sponsoring 

20 



of terrorism in Kashmir has aggravated the tension between the 

countries with border skirmishes becoming normal between the 

countries and contributed to the worsening of the security situation in 

South Asia. The end of cold \var has broueht about drastic chanees at 
L L 

the global and regional level in the economic and political spheres of 

life. 

The post-cold-war world is characterized by free trade and 

increasing economic co-operation among the states and free-trade 

zones have emerged in different regions of the globe to promote and 

f~tcilitate free international trade. At the regional level in South Asia, 

SAPT A. a preferential trading agreement has come into existence to 

promote free trade. Nevertheless, lndo-Pak trade and economic co

operation have remained unaffected by these changes in the global and 

regional economic environment. Despite tremendous trade potential 

Indo-Pak trade has remained almost stagnant due to the political 

differences. This is despite the fact that a large volume of illegal tr4de 

is taking place between the two countries. In view of the above 

mentioned factors, the study of Indo-Pak relations in the post-cold war 

era becomes significant. 

Survey of Literature: 

Many books and articles have been written on the subject of 

Pakistan-India relations in the post-cold war era. Some of these 

works attribute the continued hostility bet\veen Pakistan and India to 
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the underlying mutual distrust which, in their view, could be traced to 

history, religion and the politics of Hindu-Muslim divide of the 

subcontinent. JN. DIXIT (Anatomy of a Flawed Inheritance, 1995), 

for instance. argues that India and Pakistan have inherited an 
~ 

adversarial relationship from the partition and this is at the root of the 

hostility between the two countries that continues even today. Dixit 

says that Pakistan perceives India as a politico-military and religious 

threat to Pakistan even if there is no actual conflict. D.O. KHANNA & 

KISHORE KUMAR (Dialogue of the Dea( 1992) argue that mutual 

distrust is at the root of adversarial relationship between India and 
I 

Pakistan which can be attributed to the Hindu-Muslim divide, a 

historical and attitudinal problem. These two authors point out that the 

fate of the Shimla Agreement reflects the lack of confidence in each 

other. Some other works analysed the situations of crisis between the 

two countries and drew the attentit)n to cold war in South Asia. 

KANTI BAJPAI & STEPHEN CHOHEN (ed.) (South Asia After the 

cold-war. 1993 ), for instance, argue that since the end of the cold war 

lndia and Pakistan have remained enbrrossed in their own cold war by 

engaging themselves in propaganda, intern~! subversion and search for 

the allies against each other. In another work KANTI BAJAPI and 

others (Brasstacks and Beyond, 1995) have asserted that the crisis 

between India and Pakistan following the Brasstacks military exercise 

probably led Pakistan to ·weaponize · its nuclear program. A few of 

these works analysed the Kashmir problem that continues to be a 

major bone of contention between Pakistan and India. SUMIT 



GANGULI (The cnsts m Kashmir, 1997) for example, argues that 

Pakistan· s irrendentist claim to Kashmir has led some of its decision-

makers to provide support to the insurgency in Kashmir. He considers 

the rise of separatist movement in Kashmir as a part of the second 

wave of ethnolinguistic assertion that has swept the other portions of 

the country as well during 1980s. The problem in Kashmir was further 

compounded by, according to Ganguli, decay of political institutions 

and cm1ailment of civil liberties. 

MUSHTAQAR REHMAN (Divided Kashmir, 1996) comes up with a 

neutral solution to the Kashmir issue on the basis of the Indus Waters 

Treaty of 1960. He proposes the splitting of the state of Jartumi and 

Kashmir following the terms of this treaty. The Western rivers of 

Indus, Jehlum and Chenab and their basins should join Pakistan and 

the eastern rivers-the Sutlej, Ravi and Beas and their basins as well as 
. 

remaining parts of Kashmir should join India. But neither Pakistan nor 

India is likely to accept the fttrther spl.itting of Kashmir in view of 

their high political stakes in Kashmir. Some other works have 

appealed for building friendship with Pakistan. MANI SHANKAR 

AIYER (Pakistan Papers. 1994 ), for instance. pleades for friendship 

and an uninteruptable dialogue with Pakistan, however much Pakistan 

and its people might seek to aggravate India and even hann it. 

A good number of articles have also been written about 

Pakistan-India relations 111 the post-cold war era. K. 

SUBRAHMANY AM for instance in one of his ar1icles (World Focus, 



July- I 998) discusses about the Indian and Pakistan nuclear tests 

conducted in May 1998. He refutes the arguments of possible nuclear 

exchan!!e between India and Pakistan and ar!!ues that the scenarios of 
~ ~ 

accidental and unauthorised use of nuclear weapons, risks of 

conventional war escalating to nuclear exchange which were prevalent 

in the situation between the super powers in the pre-1985 era are now 

totally out of date and do not apply to the present India-Pakistan 

nuclear situation. KULDEEP NA YY AR (World Focus June-July, 

1998) argues that the nuclear tests have only whipped up Pakistani 

interest in Kashmir. The Kashmir dispute, he says, which had been 

receded into background, has now become the centre-piece of any 

lndo-Pak dialogue. 

Methodology: 

This study is based on a survey of literature on the subject of 

Pakistan-India relations in the post-cold war era. This study makes use 

of secondary ; sources such as books and articles from vanous 

magazines and research journals and newspaper reports. 

This dissertation contains a total of five chapters. Chapter-1 

deals with the basic determinants of Pakistani and Indian foreign 

policies vis-a-vis each· other, giving a brief history of Indo-Pak 

relations. In Chapter-II the nuclear dimension of Indo-Pak strategic 

and security relations has been discussed. Chapter-III presents a brief 

history of Kashmir issue and examines the role of Kashmir in 



Pakistan-India relations in the post-cold-war-era. Chapter-IV discusses 

the tremendous trade potential between the two countries and 

highlights the need for greater trade and economic co-operation 

between the two countries. Finally, chapter V contains conclusions 

drawn from the discussion in the foregoing chapters. 



CHAPTER-II 



STRATEGIC AND SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS IN 
INDO-PAK RELATIONS 

Strategic and security considerations have been a significant 

determining factor in the formulation of Pakistani and Indian foreign 

policies towards each other. The two countries fought three wars in 

the past. Even though the post-Shimla Agreement phase in lndo-Pak 

relations witnessed no war, strategic and security perceptions of the 

two countries largely determined their foreign policy stance vis-a-vis 

each other. As mentioned earlier, from the beginning, Pakistani 

decision-makers perceived a major security threat from India to 

Pakistan· s territorial inte!:,rrity. This perception of a security threat 

from India stemined from the belief of the Pakistani ruling elite that 

India has not reconciled itself to the creation of Pakistan and therefore 

India is out to dismember Pakistan. Thus, the perceived ·security· 

threat' from India has always dominated the fonmllation of Pakistan's 

India policies. In fact, security from India and development have been 

the major objectives of Pakistan's foreign policy even today. 

Pakistan's security threat perceptions about India have been largely 

because of the conventional superiority of India. India, being the 

largest country in the region is naturally endowed with superior 

military capability and economic pGwer than its smaller neighbours in 

Sat:tth Asia. Pakistan, which has been carved out of India in 1947 

naturally possesses inferior ~nilitary capability vis-a-vis India. 

Pakistani leadership, both civilian and military, perceived this Indian 

conventional military superiority as a source of security threat to 



Pakistan's territorial integrity and this has largely shaped Pakistan ·s 

India policies. One of the major foreign policy goals of the Pakistani 

foreign policy makers has been to undone this disparity vis-a-vis India 

and establish a sort of 'parity' with India in military terms. Pakistan's 

parity syndrome and its foreign policy objective of seeking security 

against India led Pakistani rulers to search for alternative ways of 

establis!1ing adequate security. Pakistan , therefore during the cold 

war years entered into western military alliances like SEA TO and 

CENTO for obtaining military and economic aid from the western 

countries led by the US. Pakistan's unique geo-strategic location vis

a-vis the two communist powers namely the former Soviet Union and 

China, came as an added advantage for Pakistan in its bid to acquire 

military and economic aid from the west. The U.S. in its global 

strategy of containing communism, considered Pakistan as a 'front

line' state against the former Soviet Union and extended all kinds of 

military and economic aid. Pakistan had established good equation 

with China as well especially from the late I 950s while India fought a 

war with China in I 962. The 1971 war with India has proved to be a 

major setback to both Pakistan's ·national ideology' and territori4l 

intet,'Tity. East Pakistani Muslims seceded from Pakistan and an 

independent Bangladesh emerged disproving the fallacious two

nation theory on the basis of which Pakistan canie into existence in 

194 7. The humiliating defeat of Pakistan in 1971 war with India has 

thus resulted in the dismemberment of Pakistan and also disproving of 

the two nation theory. This has also established the fact that Pakistan 



is no match for India militarily. The Pakistani rulers, therefore, further 

reinforced their anti-Indian foreign policy stance and concentrated on 

acquinng nuclear weapons capability, by fair or foul means in order to 

otT-set the Indian conventional military superiority and establish 

military Parity with India. Thus, a nuclear dimension has been added 

directly or indirectly to the Indo-Pak security relations from the mid -

1970s. 

Pakistan's Nuclear Quest: 

Despite the proclamations of peaceful purposes of nuclear 

energy, Pakistan's quest for nuclear weapons capability began even 

before the Bhutto era when it w~s iritensified and given a military and 

anti-India thrust. Although, Pakistan's interests in the peaceful uses of 

nuclear technology can not be discounted, it must be reasoned that the 

purpose was two-fold, one to champion and spearhead technological 

revolution in the Islam world and secondly to reach the nuclear 

weapons capability. 20 

Pakistan's search for nuclear status started in 1965 when Bhutto 

sought funding for a Plutonian reprocessing plant. Bhutto's proposal, 

however, was rejected by president Ayub Khan due to reasons of 

financial stringency on the advice of Finance Minister Shoiab. 21 The 
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driving force behind Pakistan's quest for nuclear capability had been 

its obsession with India in its security calculations. India factor has 

always remained a major calculation in Pakistan security perceptions. 

Pakistan· s nuclear policy is largely based on its parity syndromt: vis-a

vis India. Pakistan sought to offset India's conventional superiority 

through acquiring nuclear capability by hook or crook as a deterrent 

force. Therefore, Pakistan embarked on a nuclear program, 

irrespective of India's activities in the nuclear field. Acquiring a 

nuclear deterrent was considered to be inevitable in the calculations of 

Pakistani leadership, both military and civilian to neutralize India's 

superiority in the conventional force. However Pakistan has 

consistently maintained that its nuclear program ts a reaction or 

response to India's actions in the nuclear field. Pakistan's concern 

with India is borne out by the following words of Z.A. Bhutto: "it 

appears she (India) is determined. to proceed with her plans to qetonate 

a nuclear bomb ... Our problem, in its essence, is how to obtain such a 

weapon in time before the crisis begins. India, whose progress in 

nuclear technolob'Y is sufficient to make her a nuclear power in the 

near future can provoke this at a time of her own choosing. Pakistan 

mttst, therefore, embark on a similar programme, although a nuclear 

weapon will be rieither a real deterrent nor can it be produced in few 

years. 22 Pakistan's concern and confrontationist approach becomes 

fm1her clear from the following opinion of Bhutto: "Is the quarrel with 

Zultiquar Ali Bhutto. lhe A1rth of lndependanci!(London: Oxford 
Lniversity Press. 1969). p. 153. 
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India eternal? eternal quarrels do not exist but eternal interests do. 

Pakistan can maintain her vital interest only by confronting India until 

all disputes are equally resolved ... 2:; Thus. the essential logic of 

Pakistan· s nuclear weapon program has been indo-centric. The 

domestic compulsions had also played a significant role in the 

development of Pakistan's nuclear weapon program. Pakistan's 

identity crisi-s, political instability, regime legitimacy have been 

domestic imperatives in Pakistan nuclear quest that have played a 

crucial role. The domestic factors \vere more powerful in Pakistan 

than in India. In Pakistan, the panacea for all its dilemmas is 

perceived to be the acquisition of nuclear weapons. which is a national 

objective that enjoys widespread popular support. It is also believed 

to provide a symbolic equalizer with India and a shield behind which 

Pakistan might feel secure. The alternative detence policy vis-a-vis 

India of effecting conventional arms modemization can in no way 

increase Pakistan's ability to raise the cost for an agb'Tessor to an 

unacceptable level. These perceptions are firmly embedded in the 

structure of Pakistan's belief system and especially that of its 

military. 24 Before Bhutto's ascendance Pakistan's domestic politics, 

for most of the time after its emergence in 194 7, were dominated by 
I 

the Pakistani military. The role of military · l!enerals had been . - ~ 

instrumental in the fonnu!ation of Pakistan's foreign and defence 

Ibid p. 18() 
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policies. Bhutto, therefore, believed that acquisition of nuclear 

weapons would reduce the power and intluence of the military in the 

power structure of Pakistan.2
" 

Bhutto gave importance to the development of nuclear program 

as a means of strenhrthening his political position in the military

dominated Pakistani political scene. He hoped that a nuclear weapons 

program, with the civilian command on it would effect a shift· in 

power which would favour a civilian regime. Thus, Bhutto's attempt 

to restructure the political power structure by developing nuclear 

weapons has been a significant factor m Pakistan's nuclear 

development. 

Another rationale for Pakistan's nuclear programme has been its 

ambition to become the leader of the Islamic World. It was believed 

that having nuclear weapons would create the image of Pakistan as a 

technically advanced state in the Muslim world based on which it 

cmtld later make claims for leadership of the Islamic world. 26 

Pakistan also wanted to redqce its dependence on the United States by 

acquiring nuclear capability. That was why it relied heavily on the 

~ritica.l Chinese technical assistance in its clandestine nuclear weapon 

prof,rramme. 
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Another significant reason for Pakistan's nuclear program is the 

belief that Pakistan has placed in terror as a weapon to achieve 

political goals. Not only are nuclear weapons ''teiTor .. weapons par 

excellence. Pakistan has waged Jihad against India by contesting a 

proxy war in Kashmir since 1988 onwards under the cover of nuclear 
,-

weapons. 

However, K. Subrahmanyam argued that although Pakistan has 

justified its nuclear quest to the U.S. and the west entirely on the basis 

of a perceived Indian threat, there are many more dimensions to 

Pakistani nuclear program. 2x According to him there are five elements 

in Pakistan·s nuclear quest: Firstly, Pakistan's leadership believed that 

only countries with nuclear weapons are really sovereign. Secondly, 

Pakista11 has always nursed a sibling rivalry vis-a-vis India. Thirdly, 

Pakistanis had perceived nuclear threat from India. They <!rgued that a 

nuclear India could exercjse hegemony over the entire subcontinent. 

Hence, they feh the need for a deterrent. Fourthly, the possession of 
I . 

nuclear weapon could give them a sense of confidence in dealing with 

rival Shin Iran with !:,'Teater resources. Lastly, Pakistan had to have 

insurance against the United States downgrading its relationship - as it 

has done since the 1990s - and the tension developing with China on 

account of the Islamic upsurge in Central Asia. Highlighting 

Ibid. p 159 
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Pakistan- s security concerns other than India K. Subrahmanyam 

observes: In India we are obsessed with Pakistani accusations against 

India and have a sense of guilt. But India is only one factor in 

Pakistani security calculations. It has for more complex problems of 

security vis-a-vis Afghanistan and Iran about which it does not dare 

sav much in order to maintain the imal!.e of Islamic solidaritv. At 
•. L .,-

present India may be the biggest factor in Pakistan's sec uri tv 

calculations but as Prof Stephen Cohen has rightly pointed out 

Pakistan is in a vital geo-strategic location and India may not i~1 the 

long run prove to be its main security pre occupation.29 He points out 

some domestic compu-lsions of Pakistani ruling elite that have given 

stimulus to Pakistan's nuclear quest. Pakistan does not have the basic 

stability of Indi-a since as a nation-state it is conceived in terms of 

Punjabi domination over the rest just as the Chinese State is. In such 

circumstances it is natural for the majority to think of a symbol of 

power to domii1ate over the rest. The nuclear weapon serves this 

purpose tor Chii1a and Pakistan. Jo 

Event hough Pakistan's quest for nuclear technology be gap in 

1953 with the establishment of the Pakistan atomic Energy Committee 

which \,vas soon upgraded into an Atomic Eneq,ry commission 

primarily in response to India's expanding interest and activities in 

relation to nuclear technology, Pakistan's nuclear probrramme moved 

K Subrahmanyam in Sunday 7-13 July. 1985_ p. 45 
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at a slow pace until it came under the influence of Zulfiquar Ali 

Bhutto. The Bhutto's era in Pakistan's nuclear development \vas 

significant in that the nature and scope of Pakistan· s nuclear 

programme had dramatically changed with Bhutto' s ascendance to 

power. Bhutto himself referred to the crucial role that he played in the 

development of Pakistan's nuclear programme from his death cell in 

1979. "I have been actively associated with the nuclear programme of 

Pakistan fi·om October 1958 to July 1977, a span of nineteen years. I 

was concerned directly with the subject as foreign Minister, as 

Minister for Fuel, Power and Natural Resources and as Minister in 

charge of Atomic Energy. When I took charge of Pakistan's Atomic 

Energy Commission it was no more than a signboard of an otlice. It 

\vas only a name. Assiduously and with great determination, I put my 

entire vitality behind the task of acqlliring nuc·lear capability for 1~1y 

country". 
11 

Bhutto' s zeal for nuclear capability to balance India can 

be gauged from his following asset=tion in 1965. Bhutto asserted: If 

india builds the bomb. we will eat grass and leaves, even go hungry. 

But we will get one of our own, we have no alternative .. n As

mentioned earlier, during Bhutto's period, Pakistan's nuclear 

pro!:-'Tamme received a military and anti-India thrust. Pakistan 

embarked on a PfO!:-'Tamme for bomb making. The Pakistan decision 

to go in for a bomb was not a reaction to the I-ndian nuclear activities. 

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. !f I ll/11 Assassinated (New Delhi Vikas. 1979). p. 
137 
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·'The decision to embark on a bomb programme was taken two years 

before the first-India test. In other words, Pakistan did not 'follow 

suif as per Bhutto's ·eating grass· statement. .. From January 1966 to 

December 1971 the Indian nuclear explosion project had been 

cancelled by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. One can not think of any 

particular Indian nuclear development which could have induced a 

Pakistani nuclear response in January 1972 when Bhutto made the 

bomb decision. Rather the circumstances underlying Bhutto · s 

decision were primarily, if not exclusively. domestic in nature. The 

timing and the circumstances debunk the western theory about he 

deterministic relationship between Indian and ·Pakistani nuclear 

" actions.'' The reasons utiderlying Bhutto · s decision were rather 

difTerent. The humiriat-ing defeat of Pakistan in the lndo-Pak war of 

1971 compelled Bhutto to seek a viable alternative force to neutralize 

India's conventional superiority and Bhutto saw tjlis in the 

development of a nuclear weapon that can deter ahy future India-n 

attack. Pakistan's low-keyed work on nuclear weapons was 

transformed overnight into a crash programme when the country's 

army sutTered its ignominious defeat at the hands of Indians during the 

war over East Pakistan in 1971... It showed Bhutto in the most 

dramatic way how vulnerable his country was 'to a better-armed 

opponent. And Bhutto became convinced that nuclear weapons would 

Ashok Kapur. l'akistan 's Nudear /)en!lopmellf_(London: Croom Helm. 
19S7). p. 137. 



prove to be the great equalizer. '
4 

Bhutto, therefore, initiated measures 

in the direction of acquiring a nuclear capability. He took personal 

political charge of Pakistan- s Atomic Ener~:,.')' Commission. In ! 973, 

talks were held with France for setting up a reprocessing plant at 

Chasma near Rawalpindi. Thus, Pakistan- s nuclear quest began well 

before India- s nuclear test. However, Pakistan used the Indian 

Nuclear peaceful explosion on May 18, I 974 at Pokhran as an excuse 

to accelerate its own nuclear programme and justify it to its own 

people. As a result of the negotiations with France to buy a plutonium 

-reprocessing plant, a deal was signed with France in 1976. However 

France backed out of the deal under the American pressure. Pakistan, 

at the same time made determined etTorts to pursue uramum-

enrichment path to nuclear capability and for this purpose a nuclear 

plant was established at Kahuta in which Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan 

played a key role. The activities at Kahuta arc driven by Pakistan's 

long, secret, almost frenzied pursuit of atotnic weapons to offset 

India's early lead. The effort has involved intense research, 

widespread and precisely orchestrated smuggling, vast sums of money 

and help from a variety of nefarious sttppliers, some of them nationsJ5
. 

In the aftermath of the Indian nuclear ex!Jlosion, Pakistan argued that 

there had been an Indo-Israeli collaboration in the ntlclear test 

William Burrows and Robert Windrem, Crilical Mw:,·: lhe i>angerous 
Nace for Superweapons in a fl'apnented world, (london: Simson and 
Schuster, 1994 ), p 361 

Ibid p 349 



conducted bv India in order to rouse the feelinl!:s of the West Asian . ~ 

nations against India's nuclear test and probably also as a ploy to 

attract West Asian petro-dollars to assist Pakistan's own nuclear 

effort~~>. The idea behind this strategy· was clearly to extract financial 

assistance from· the Muslim countries of West-Asia and the middle-

east. It was in this context that Bhutto referred to Pakistan's bomb as 

the '"Islamic bomb... Bhutto asse11ed: The Christian, Jewish and 

Hindu civilizations have this capability. Only the Islamic civilization 

was without it, but that position was about to change. n Pakistan 

succeeded in getting economic <.lid from some Musli-m countries. 

Sa1:1d.i Arabia, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Turkey assisted 

Pakistan· s nuclear activities. 1x 

During the Zia period Pakistan ·s nuclear program reached its 

logical conclusion. Bhutto's nuclear ambitions materialized and 

Pakistan had succeeded in acquiring nuclear capability through 

clandestine means. Zia implemented Bhut-to 's nuclear policy. The 

credit for the conceptual design and the foundation of Pakistan's 

nuclear infrastruclure belongs to Bhutto but the credit for taking 

Blllltto ·s nuclear ambitions to their logical cohclusion by developing 

Pakistan's nuclear weapons potentia'! and by developing Pakistan· s 
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nuclear presence in regional and international affairs - belongs to 

Zia-"1 Zia adopted the policy of nuclear ambiguity as a well calculated 

move to can·y forward successfully Pakistan· s nuclear program 

without any obstacles in the way. Zia · s nuclear ambiguity was 

motivated by the following considerations. Firstlv. Pakistan going 

nuclear openly was most likely to jeopardise U.S. aid to Pakistan, 

not\vithstanding indispensability of its role in Afghanistan. Secondly, 

going nuclear openly could compel India to enter the nuclear arms 

race overtly Thirdly, Soviet Union could bring to bear strong 

pressure on it. .. w Zia's strategy of nuclear ambiguity was designed 

primarily to avoid pressure fi·om the U.S. and to neutralize India's 

policy of nuclear ambiguity and the extended maintenance of its 
. 41 nuclear optton. Zia, unlike Zultiqar Ali Bhutto, did not reveal his 

intention to acquire nuclear capability and instead launched a ~·peace 

offensive" against India. He offered to sign a ·no-war' pact with 

India. The ln4ian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, however, suggested 

that the two countries sign a Peace and Friendship Treaty instead of a 

no-war pact. Ztcfs strategy appeared to be to project Pakistan's 

reasonableness as well as to put pressure on India by adopting an 

ambiguous nuclear stance. At the same time the strategy was aimed at 

silencing the opposition to Pakistan's nuclear activities in the U.S. 

Ashok Kapur. n.33. p 183 
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congress. 42 To seek a camouflage for Pakistan's clandestine nuclear 

net\vork, Zia came up with a proposal for a 'Nuclear Weapon-Free 

Zone· in South Asia excluding China. Since Indian· s approach to the 

disarmament and anns control measures \vas global rather than 

regional this proposal was not acceptable to India. Moreover, in this 

proposal China was excluded. India, therefore, rejected the proposal. 

Nevertheless, Pakistan became successful in using the Nuclear 

Weapon-Free Zone proposal as a diplomatic weapon after the 1974 

Indian nuclear explosion. Thus, with its declarations of favouring 

non-proliferation and professions for the use of nuclear technology for 

peaceful purposes and willingness to subscribe to confidence-building 

measures through nuclear arms control diplomacy, Zia 's nuclear 

policy assured the character of calculated ambiguity.43 Pakistan 

successfully acquired the nuclear capability to make a bomb through 

its cla!ldestine program by 1987. This was testified by _the statements 

and pronouncements of the high-level Pakistani officials. For 
,. t 

instance, General Mirza Aslam Bee:, former Chief of Armv staff of . ~ . -
I 

Pakistan revea-led at a press conference in London- that Pakistan had 

acquired the nuclear capability in I 987. Ishaq Khat), the fonner 

President of Pakistan st-ated that it was Pakistan's nuclear capability 

that detened India from launching an alleged "fourth round of attack'' 

against Pakistan. /\nd then Pakistan· s former care-taker Prime 

Minister. Moeen Qureshi, disclosed on .1 I July, 199.1, that Pakistan's 
---·----------
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nuclear program is in the state where we can manufacture a nuclear 

device whenever we need it. 44 Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. while 

addressing a large rally at Neela Butt on August 23, 1994 confirmed 

Pakistan· s acquisition of a nuclear bomb. He stated: "I confirm that 

Pakistan possesses an atomic bomb'-.4
=' Above all, the father of the 

"Islamic bomb'. Dr. A.Q. Khan himself is widelv believed to have 

revealed about the Pakistan ·s possession of a bomb. That Pakistan has 

had the capacity to test and deploy nuclear weapons since about the 

late 1980s is reasonably certain. Perhaps the most authoritative 

statement of Pakistani capabilities came from Dr. A. Q. Khan during 

the Brasstacks crisis of January 198 7 when he revealed Pakistan's 

hand to the visiting Indian journalist Kuldip Nayar. 41
' 

The Chinese Connection: 

The role of chi11a in the development- of Pakistan's nuclear 

programme has been instrumental. China has provided critical nuclear 

and missile technology to Pakistan in the latter's quest for nuclear 

weapons. In the aftennath of the India-China border conflict of 1962, 

china and Pakistat1 came close to serve their own geo-strategic 

interests. In 1963 the t\vo countries signed a border agreement and the 

Chintamani Mahapatra ... Withstanding the Patron's Pressure'· in ,\'tratexic 
Ana(vsis November. 1993. p 1130 

POT( Pakistan Series). August 2(J. 1994. 

Kanti P.Bajpai in Amitabh Matto(ed)/ndia's Nuclear dclerrent .~ l'okhran 
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arms transfers from china to Pakistan began. This development came 

about because of the growing feeling within Pakistan that dependence 

on the U.S. was becoming a constraint on Islamabad's diplomatic 

flexibility and Washington could not be relied upon .. .n In entering 

this enduring relationship with china, Pakistan's calculation was that 

firstly It can balance India within south Asia with the Chiuese help 

aml secondly, that whenever the U.S. suspends its military and 

economic md to Pakistan, the latter could approach china for 

assistance. China, on its part, found in Pakistan a rel.iable ally that 

could be of immense help in its rivalry with both the former Soviet 

Union and India. China sought to balance India withii1 the confines of 

South Asia by assisting India's rival in South Asia. China's enduring 

nuclear co-operation with Pakistan has been part ()fa conscious effort 

by Beijing to build a solid poiitical alliance with Islamabad. Chinese 

strategic· co-operation with Pakistan may reflect Beijing's strong 

desire to balance India within the sub-continent.4
l{ The Cl1-lna -

Pakistan relationship has correctly been described by a Pakistani 

anaJyst, Mushaid Hussain thus: the Sino-Pakistani relationship began 

as an exercise jn real politick on both sides with the operating 

assumption being that the 'enemy of my enemy is my friend.' The 

enemy in this instance was none other than India.49 China had 

47 
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assured its help to Pakistan in the Indo-Pak war of 1965 over Kashmir. 

During this war, china conveyed an ultimatum to India. Sino-Pakistan 

nuclear co-operation consisted of both civilian and military aspects. 

An abTfeement was signed between china and Pakistan in I 992 by 

which China agreed to build a 300 MW atomic power plant fer 

Pakistan located at Chashma with China's indigenous technolot,ry . .; 11 

In the military field, China has transferred to Pakistan military 

equipment like tanks, naval vessels, aircratls, missiles and weapons 

technology. It is believed that China might have provided Pakistan 

with the design for manufacturing a nuclear bomb. Speculative 

reports also suggested that China transferred low-enriched uranium to 

Pakistan, and allowed a nuclear test to be conducted at Lop Nor. 51 It is 

also widely believed that Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto signed a sigi1ificant deal 

with China in June 1.976 ensuring wide-ranging Chinese help in the 

development of Pakistan's nuclear weapons programme. 52 China was 

believed to have provided Pakistan "vith its own design of the bomb 

which China t~sted in 1966. "In fact China actually supplied Pakistan 

with essentially the same design and trigger mechanism that it has 

perfected in 1966, when it tested its fom1h nuclear weapon". 51 In 

1995 China sold 5,000 ring magnets to the A.Q. Khan Research 

Laboratory in Kahuta. These ring magnets are used in gas centrifuges 
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that enrich uranium for weapons 54
. Pakistan also received help from 

China in the development of its missile programme. In 1989, Pakistan 

had successfullv tested its Haft-I and Haft-II missiles which are 

believed to be capable of can·ying nuclear war heads. Pakistan also 

received nuclear capable 300 Km range M -II missiies fi·om China. 

The Haft-III missile test fired in July 1997 is a derivative of the 

Chinese M-19 missile. Though Pakistan claims that its 15,000 Km 

range Ghauri missile is a product of Pakistan's indigenous 

pro't-,rramme, the Ghauri missile is almost probably a newly developed 

Chinese missile, and an indicator of continued· Sino-Pak co-operation 

in the transfer of missile technology. 55 Thus, China has become the 

chief architect by which Pakistan acquired its nuclear bomb and the 

delivery systems of nuclear weapons. 

India and P~kistan : The Nuclear polici~s : 

From the inception, India viewed technolo!:,ry as a meahs to 

achieve economic pro!:,'Tess which would tevive India's political 
i 

fm1une and enable it to deai with the developed cout1tries on equal 

terms (lnd possibly from a position of strength. In the immediate 

aftermath of Independence India was confronted wjth the hard tasks of 

elimination of poverty and achieving economic development to raise 

the standards of living of the people. The Indian leadership, therefore, 

----------------
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emphasised on the need of utilising science and technology for 

achieving economic development. Nehru observed in 1948: "'consider 

the past four hundred years of history. the world developed a new 

source of power, that is steam - the steam engine and the like - and the 

industrial age came in. India \Vith all her many virtues did not develop 

that source of power. It became a backward country in that sense: tt 

became a slave country because of that ... hov ... we are facing the 

atomic age: we are on the verge of it .... if we are to remain abreast in 

the world as a nation which keeps ahead of things. we must develop 

this atomic energy''. 51> Notwithstanding the professions of peaceful 

uses of technology in general and atomic energy in particular the 

Indian leadership has not been innocent of or averse to, the military 

applications of science. The idea of military applications of the 

atomic energy is a product of India's concerns about its national 

security. Nehru observed in 1946: " As long as the world is 

constituted· as it is every country will have to devise and use the latest 
' ' . 

scientific device for its protection. I have no doubt India will develop 

her scientific researches and l hope Indian scientists will use the 

atomic energy for constructive purposes. But if India is threatened, 

she will inevitably try to defend herself hy all meahs at her 

disposaL .. :'7 On the military use of nuclear technology Ne·hru 

---···--------·--··--
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observed: "Indeed, I think we must develop it (nuclear technology) for 

peaceful purposes .... of course, if we are compelled as a nation to u~e 

it for other purposes, possibly no pious sentiments of any of us will 

stop the nation from using it that way. 'R However, India's interests 

in the military applications of nuclear energy gained coherence after 

Chjna's first nuclear test in October 1964. China's acquisition of 

nuclear capability caused great alarm in India. Since then the Chinese 

factor has become a significant factor in Indian security calculations 

and concerns. It was during Lal Bahadur Shastri's premiership ..... that 

the father of India's nuclear programme Homi Bhaba is believed to 

have received the !:,Tfeen Signal to pursue India's nuclear weapon 

option, and a small group was set up to study sub terrain Nuclear 

Explosions for peaceful purposes (SNEP). Indira Gandhi, ~s is weH 

known, sanctioned the first nu<;lear test in May 1974: although it was 

tepn~d a peac~ful nuclear explosion (PNE), the architect of the test, 

Raja Ramanna, has recently suggested that it was a weapon that was 

tested. 59 India adopted the posture of nuclear ambiguity till the ti~e 

of its overt nuclearisation in May 1988. Even though Inqia has the 

capability to go nuclear, it has not exercised its nuclear option and 

kept it open till recently. This I1Uclear ambigitity is in 'line with its 

security concerns and its giobal approach to nuclear iss4es. India in 

_<)( 
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tune with its global and comprehensive approach to nuclear policy has 

consistently refused to sign the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty 

(NPT) and the Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) tenning them 

as discriminatory and unequal.- Similarly, India has rejected the 

moves for regional nuclear non-proliferation and instead advocated its 

global approach to the issue of nuclear non-proliferation. India has 

consistently objected to the discrimination between the nuclear haves 

and nuclear have-nots and worked in the direction of total elimination 

of all nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, India has kept its option to go 

nuclear open largely because of its nuclear 1hreat perceptions from 

China and Pakistan as well as nuclear weapons base of the United 

States in Diego Garcia in the Indian ocean. India's nuclear 

pr<.1f,rramme was evolved in the era when not only China had become a 

nuclear power but the United States had also its nuclear weapons base 

in Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean apart from whicl1 the U.S. fleet 

armed with nuclear arms patrolled- the sea lanes. ~>o India's security 

enviHmment has drastically changed during the 1990s. India 

perceived a nue,l·ear threat to its national security tl-om two nuclear 

adversaries in its neighbourhood China and Pakistan. As mentioned 

earlier, Pakistan has acquired the nucleilr weapons capability by 1987 

and this has greatly enhanced India· s security concerns in the post

cold war era. The Chinese nuclear capable missiles stationed in Tibet 

{>(I 
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have been a ma_1or security concern to India. Indian secuntv 

strategists perceive a possible threat from Chinese tactile nuclear 

weapons, despite china's declaratory policy of no-first-use of nuclear 

weapons. China continues to possess and test these tactical nuclear 

\veapons even tho~gh the !:,'Teat-powers, the U.S. and the former Soviet 

Union have given up their tactical nuclear \veapons under some anns 

control a!:-rreements. K. Subramanyam asserts: China conducted an 

under!:-'TOtllld megaton nuclear test during the visit of lndian President 

to China on 21 May, 1992. The Chinese also conducted a testicle 

nuclear weapon test on 25 September, 1992. While other mtclear 

powers have given up tactical nuclear weapons, the Chinese tactical 

nuclear weapons are of normally first-use weapons. Therefore, their 

continued possession, especially their testing, speaks louder than 

declaratDry policy of 'no-first-use' professed by China since its initial

test in 1964. The configuration of Chinese nuclear arsenal does not 

pose a threat to the United States or the Western powers but only to 

China ·s neighbours. China's nuclear arsenal is basically o~e of 

regional effectiveness and therefore figures prominently in the \hreat 

perception of its immediate neighbours. ld The Chinese threat in 

Indian security calculations and arguments in favour of building a 

credible and effective nuclear deterrent are based on the caicuiation of 
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following security concerns. ('2 By far the most serious concem is the 

help provided by Beijing to Pakistan's nuclear programme Pakistan 

has relied enormously on China's help in its nuclear programme and 

has received critical nuclear and missile technological assistance 

including weapons designs. The nuclear nexus between China and 

Pakistan has enormously exacerbated Indian security concerns in the 

1990s. Secondly, Chinese unwillingness to settle any of the bilateral 

initants to which India attaches importance. Despite repeated, 

promises, Beijing has still not recognised Arunachal Pradesh or 

Sikkim as a part of India and in 1997-98, violated the letter and spirit 

of the bilateral confidence building measures (CBMs), on more than a 

dozen occasions. Another Indian strategic concern vis-a-vis china has 

been the latter's inroads into Myanmar, including the reported 

construction of a Chinese naval facjlity on the coco islands. Above 

all, the Chinese nuclet1r m~ssiles deployed in Tibet have obviously 

been targeted-against India. Moreover, the Chinese inter-cont,nental 

ballistic missiles elsewhere could also target india. The above 

security concerns have constituted the Chinese threatthat compelled 

the lndiati government to go in for overt nuclear in May, 1998.1l.< 

.. , 
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India in view of the nuclear threat perceived from China, Pakistan, and 

the United States nuclear missile base in Indian Ocean has decided to 

go in for overt nuclerisation and conducted six nuclear tests in May, 

1998. This has brought to an end of the hitherto followed policy of 

nuclear ambiguity. The reasons of national prestige and power also 

seemed to have provided a stimulus to overt nuclearisation by India. 

The Bharatiya Janta Party for instance even before therefore coming 

to the power has consistently advocated nudearisation by India for 

security and national prestige and power. The B.J .P. leader and Indian 

Home Minister has stated that Inqia must go nuclear and reject 

pressure from the U.S. and international community because a nuclear 

capability is necessary to safeguard the country's integrity, security 

and sovereignty_cw Jaswant Singh, another BJP leader and Foreign 

Minister i-n the BJP-led coalition govet·nment explai11ed the rationale 

behind Indian nuclear tests in May, 1998 thus: Faced as India was 

with <l leg~timisation of nuclear weapons by the haves, a global 

nuclear security paradigm from which it: (ln~i-a) was excluded, trends 

toward dis-equilibrium in the Asian balance of power and a 

neighbmlrhood in which two -nuclear )-Veapons countries act in concert, 

India had to protect its future by exerc~sing Its nuclear option. By so 

doing , India has brought into open the nuclear reality that !:tad 

.... 
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remained clandestine for at least the past II years."' He further states: 

The nuclear tests it conducted on May 1 I and 1.3 ( 1998) were by then 

not only inevitable but a continuation of policies from almost the 

earliest years of independence. India's nuclear policy remains firmly 

committed to a basic tenet: the country's national security in a world 

of nuclear proliferation lies either in global disarmament or in exercise 

of the principle of equal and legitimate security for all. "11 

Pakistan from the inception has maintained the posture of 

nuclear ambiguity. This ambiguous strate!:,'Y has been devised keeping 

in mind the critical economic and military aid Pakistan has been 

receiving from the U.S. ever since it joined the westem military 

alliance to seek security against India. Pakistan's nuclear ambiguity 

served as a cover up to its clandestine nuclear we~pon programme and 

to avoid suspension of economic and military aid and othet 

international sanctions. However, it may be noted here that on some 

occasions the U.S. looked the other way while Pakistan was indulgin£ 

in smuggling and other secret means of acquiring nuclear weap011 

capability, to serve its own geo-strategic interests. The U.S., fm 

instance, provided Pakistan military and economic aid in the aftermatl1 

of the Soviet occupaiion of Afghanistan d1:spite its policy of global 
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non-proliferation. In 1980 the U.S. offered $400 million and to 

Pakistan. In 1981, the U.S. congress provided a waiver to the 

symmmgton. Amendment for five vears in Pakistan· s case under 

cet1ain conditions. The U.S. chose to il.!nore smuetdin!.! scandals. 
'- 4,...· ....... "-. • 

involving: Nazir Vaid in 1984 and Arshad Parvez in 1987, for the 

smuggling: of equipment to be used in nuclear bomb. "
7 

Pakistan· s nuclear pro!:.,rramme either covert or overt at the same 

time has been reactive responsive to India· s nuclear probrramme and 

policies. The Pakistani Posture on arms control measures such as 

NPT and CTBT also has been formulated as a response or reaction to 

India's stand on nuclear arms control and disarmament measures. 

Pakistan, for instance, has made its signature on both NPT and CTBT 

conditional upon India's accessio~1 to these treaties. 

The nuclear philosoph)' of India has been almost repeated in 

Pakistan or rather it could be said that Pakistan has beef! r~activc:~ to 

India, as it has been over the whole gamut of bilateral issues. 6
R In line 

with its reactive nuclear policy and its par-ity syndrome .. vis-a-vis india 

Pakistan conducted six nuclear test in chagai Hills of Baluchistan on 

28 and ~0 May, l. 998 as a response to India· s nuclear tests a fortnight 

before. After the tests. the Pakistanis felt a sense of eqtJalrty with 

fl.' 
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India. The Pakistani nuclear tests no\v Pakistanis feeL have wiped out 

India's superiority in conventional weapons. Secondly, from 

Pakistan· s viewpoint, the Kashmir problem which has receded into the 

background, is now the centre piece of any lndo-Pak dialogue. ~>'J 

India-Pakistan: The Nuclear Deterrence: 

The question that becomes important after the overt 

demonstration of their nuclear capability by the two countries is 

whether the state of nuclear detenence provides stability to lndo-Pak 

relations? Now that two countries· have tested their nuclear capability 

and ended their nuclear ambiguity, there definitely emerged a bilateral 

nuclear detetTence between India and Pakistan, which is based on 

certainty. Now each country is certain about the nuclear capability of 

the other. The nuclear deterrence which is based on a balance ofterror 

-illduces a st:nse of caution on each side. Now each country is assured 

::lnd certain of a retaliatory strike in case of a first-nuclear strike by one 

side. Their deterrent relationship .is based o~l the fear of mutual 

destruction. 

Even before the over1 nuclearisation by the two countries a 
\ 

rudimentarv form of undeclared deterrence ·existed between the two. 

Kuldip Nayar. "Visit to Pakistan Atter the Tests". Hlorld Focus. 
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A rudimentary system of undeclared nuclear deterrence is 

emerging in the region on the basis of the level of nuclear capabilities 

of India and Pakistan 711 .The experience of India and Pakistan since 

1971 war seems to support this formulation. There has been no any 

major conflict between India and Pakistan. despite several occasions 

in the last decade when tensions between them reached crisis 

proportions, as during Exercise Brasstacks in 1986-87. 71 This no-

conflict situation has been mainlv due to the awareness of each 

country about the nuclear capability of t-he other. An awareness in 

India and Pakistan about their mutual capability to manufacture 

nuclear devices within shattering t-ime-frames has succeeded in 

constructing a crude deterrence relationship between the two 
. 71 countnes. ~ 

After conducting the mJclear tests In May 1998 India has 

propounded its nuclear doctrine. There are three main elements in 

India·· s nuclear doctrine. The most important is that India will . . 

111aintain ·· a nummum but credible nuclear deterrent". For 

maintaining credibility this deterrent, India no longer requires any 
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further nuclear testing. Being assured about the credibility of its 

nuclear deterrent India has announced a voluntarv moratorium on 

further nuclear testing. 

India has also expressed its willingness to move towards its 

dejure normalisation. In other words, India has expressed its 

willingness to si.g:n the CTBT. although on some conditions. 

However, India has reserved ifs right to review· this decision. if in its 

judgement 'extraordinary' events take place that jeopardise its 

Supreme national interests. 

The second _elemeili of the Indian nuclear doctrine is that like 

China, India will not use nuclear weapons against the non-nuclear 

weapons countries and that it will not be the first to use nuclear 

weapons against nuclear weapons countries. This ·no-first-use' policy 

me.ans that India would not be ·the first to use nuclear weapons unless 

they are used first against this country. The weapons will be used 

oply for retaliation and to deter the tise and threat of use against India. 

The third element js India's coinmitment to all non-discriminatory 

arms control and disannaillent a!!reements. India has offered 

unilaterally no-first-use concept for any bilateral a collective 

agreement. This doctrine ensures. a<.:cording to K. Subrahmanyam, 

that the nuclear weapons are not deployed in fonvard positions and are 

not mt~ant for fighting a war. The Indian weapons wiii, therefore, not 

run the risk of accidental or unauthorised use. Therefore, the burden 

of preYenting nuclear escaiation will shift entirely to Pakistan. He 



further argues that most of the fears expressed about a nuclear 

exchange being triggered off by unauthorised and accidental use. or by 

escalating a conventional war to the nuclear level, can now be 

discounted on the Indian side. India should now ask the international 

community to persuade Pakistan to adopt a similar policy. If Pakistan 

does not at-rree it means that it intends to use nuclear blackmail to get 

its way on the Kashmir issue. That would also explain why it 1s not 

interested a bilateral dialogue with India on Kashmir, why it is 

intensifying terrorism and ethnic cleansing in Jammu and Kashmir and 

adjoining areas and why it is stepping up cross border firing. 
7

1. 

Pakistan, on its part, now feels that it has established a credible 

nuclear deterrence against India. Pakistan's nuclear capability, 

Pakistanis believe. will deter any future Indian nuclear or conventional . ' 

attack. In fact even before its six nucleat tests in Chagai Hills in May 

1998, Pakisian convinced itself that it h~ls established a successful 

nuclear deten·ertt against India. in June 1988, Geileral Zia, for 

instance proclaimed the existence of undedared nuclear deterrence 

between India and Pakistan. 74 Pakistan has also argued that its 

nuclear deten·ent has kept the peace in the subcontinent since 1987 in 

spite of continuing tension (Over Kashniir} since then. However, 

Pakistan is not ~.ikdy to agree to India's proposal for a ·no-first use' 
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agreement on nuclear weapons. Because entering into such an 

agreement with India means foreclosing its option of use or threat of 

use of nuclear weapons.. This means that Pakistan can no longer . 
exercise its nuclear deterrence against India's conventional superiority 

which has been the raison d' etre of Pakistan's nuclear weapons 

programme. Pakistan may be expected to express a willin!,'lless to 

a!,'fee to conventional force reduction agreements, but it is not likely to 

accept any commitment that undermines it nuclear deterrence against 

the conventional forces of India.75 Thus, the differences over the 

question of n\iclear weapons between t11e two countries has resulted in 

India-Pakistan nuclear stand off or nuclear stalen1ate. However, this 

nuclear stalemate adds positively to the stability of lndo-·Pak relations 

rather than detracts from it. Now, war has became a distant possibility 

between India and Pakistan because of the fear of mutual assured 

destruction. Even if there js disparity in the nuclear force/strength of 

t\vo countries and India might have a nuc.lear edge over Pakistan in 

terms of nuc,ear force, delivery systems, command and control 
i 

systems, inteHi-gence etc., the terror of "proportionate deterrence' that 

at least one or two Indian cities will get destroyed, deters a nuclear 

attack by the country with larger nuclear force (lnd1a). Similarly, the 

possibility of a pre-emptive strike by Pakistan on accounl of its limited 

strategic depth can also be dis<.:ounted in the Indo-Pak nuclear 
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76 situation. It is probable, therefore, that the no-conflict situation 

between India and Pakistan may lead to greater stabihty and 

consequently to peace in the region. The nuclear terror compels the 

political leadership on both sides to engage in some confidence 

building measures and search for ways and means to sort out their 

differences. 

Confidence-Bui!ding Measures: 

Broadly de-fined, CBMs are measures used to alleviate tensions 

between states. Their initial purpose is to increase openness or 

"'transparency'' into the miJitary activities of rival or potentially rival 

states. CBMs can include not only military measures but also 

economic, diplomatic, social and cultural measures that are meant to 

reduce tensions and build trust between the states. 77 

In South Asia confidence building measures are nect~sscu-y to 

reduce tension and avoid miscalculations and accidental or 

unauthorized use of nuclear weapons. Moq!cwer, the Pakistan indian 

nuclear relationship has witnessed major crises such as Brasstacks 

( 1987) and the I 990 crisis over Kashmn which brought the two 

countries on the brick of wat. 
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Some confidence building measures are already in place 

between India and Pakistan in the nuclear field. The countries signed 

an accord on No-Attack on Nuclear installations on 31 December, 

1988. This agreement, however, came into atfect in January 1991 and 

both sides exchanged the lists of covered nuclear facilities. Similarly, 

in the Lahore accord signed in February 1999 India and Pakistan have 

ahrreed to take immediate steps for reducing the risk of accidental or 

unauthorized use of nuclear weapons and discuss concepts and 

doctrines with a view to elahorati11g measures for confidence building 

in the nuclear and conventional fields, ~imed at prevention of 
. ..,X 

confltct.". Apart from .these existing measures have been suggested 

in the Indo-Pak nuclear situation. K. · Subrahmanyam proposed a 

three-phased CBMs (i) an abrreement not to attack each other's nuclear 

installations (which is already in place) (ii).an abrreement not to use 

nuclear capabilities. of each against the other and (iii) initiating an 

ahrreement first among the two countries, thus in South Asia, thereafter 

in Asia and then the whole globe to ban the use and threat of usc of 
..... 

nuclear capabilities, pt~nding nuclear disarmament. . '' 

In the aftennath of nuclear tt:sts both India and Pakistan entered 

mto IIC!!Ottattons with the U.S. on non-proliferation and the C.T RT. 

The U S. nun-proliferation objectives in the region in tlK: aftennath of 

\iainstream. vol. XXXVIIL No. 10 Febmarv 27. 1999 

1-: Suhrahmanyam in Jasjit Singh (ed). India and l'a.~iswn: ( 'ri.,ls t~l 

J<clanumhip (New Delhi Lancer Publications. 1990). p 96. 



ove11 nuclearisation by India and Pakistan, have been to urge India - ~ 

and Pakistan to sign and ratify CTBT: to halt all production of fissile 

materiaL which constitutes the essential building block of nuclear 

. weapons: to ensure that India and Pakistan maintain ·strategic 

restraint-: preventwn of export of fissile materials and technologies 

from South Asia: finally to promote Indo-Pak dialogue on bilateral 

issues. x
11 However, no tangible progress has emerged from the 

dialogue with U.S. though U.S. sanctions against Pakistan were 

partially lifted. 

Thus, the undertaking and effective implementation of 

confidence building measures is an imperative_ need to reduce tension 

and establish peace between- India and Pakistan. 

XII 
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CHAPTER-lll . I . 



KASH-MIR AND PAKISTAN-INDIA RELATIONS 

Kashmir is an issue which has its roots m the developments 

' leading to and following the partition of the Indian subcontinent. In the 

last fifty years Kashmir has remained an intractable and contentious issue 

between Pakistan and India and even today a durable solution to this 

long-standing issue seems elusive mainly because of the high political 

stakes of both Pakistan and India -in- Kashmir. Both countries fought 

three wars in the past over this issue. It is now argued especially by the 

westem scholars, that Kashmir has become a "nuclear flash-point". -

Pakistan is interested in Kashmir because without Kashmir which is a 

Muslim Majority state Pakistanis would feeJ a sense of incompleteness as 

far as the state-building and national ideology of Pakistan is concerned .. 

For Pakistan, Kashmir is at-1 "unfiqished business of the partition.'' This 

means that in accordance with the· logic of the partition of U1e indian 

subcontinent, Kashmir with its predominant Muslim population should 

have acceded to Pakistan. The difTerences over Kashtnir between 

Pakistan and India continue to strain the relations between the two South 

Asian n~:ighbours. To put the Kashmir issue in its proper perspective and 

understand its role and inflmmct~ in the Indo-Pak relations, a brief 

historical background of the issue wouid be in order. 



Kashmir Issue: A Brief History: 

Kashmir is an issue clearly linked to the partition of the Indian 

subcontinent in 194 7. On the eve of the partition of the sub-continent 

into two· independent dominions of India and Pakistan, the princely states 

of_ the British India had the political choice of acceding to either India or 

Pakistan. Similarly, the princely state of Kasi11nir haq the option to 

accede to either India or Pakistan. However, the ruler of Kashmir 

Maharaja Hari Singh, at that stage had harbored the notion of an 

independent Kashmi-r. by keeping off both the newly emerged 

tndependent dominions while the Muslim League tmequivocally upheld 

d1e sovereigh rights of the rulers of the princely states and guaranteed to 

them that it was in their power to choose either of the dominions or to 

remain independent, the theory -of independence of the ~tates was not 

acceptable to the Congress and it called on the rulers of the princely 

states to join either of two dominions. 81 The Indian -leadership-rejected 

the principle of ·independence to the princely states, firstly becau.f:ie vast 

majority of them was doseiy ·linked geographically with the dpminion 

India and moreover, the nature of the geographical distribution of these 

states was such that a complete acl;eptatice of the prindple of 

independence for the states would probably have led ·to virtual paralysis 

Sisir Gupta. Kashmir : A Study in lndia-l)akistan Relalions, (Bombay, Asia 
Publishing House. l966),pp90-9I 



and chaos in the new India and, Secondly, the Congress, unlike the 

League, had long struggled for responsible governments in the Indian 

States. 82 

Jn line with his ambition of an independent Kashmir, the Kashmiri 

ruler, Maharaja Hari Singh decided to enter into ·'Stand Still 

Agreements'' with both India and Pakistan. The standstill agreement 

between Maharaja Hari Singh and Pakistan obliged the latter to supply 

food and- other essential supplies. However, Pakistan with a view to exert 

pressure on Maharaja to accede to Pakistan imposed a total economjc ban 

and trad~ blockade of Jammu and Kashmir. Pakistan also connived in 

inciting the invasion of Kashmir by the fully armed tribesmen from it-s 

norti1-west frontier regions with a view to- annex Kashmir. Pakistan anny 

regulars and other nationals invaded Kashmir in the guise of Tribesmen. 

To -India and Kasbm~r it appeared as a full-fledged invasion and pre-, 

planned aggressjon. Even though the government of Pakistan repudiateq 

its cotnplicity in the tribal mvasim.l, it did not deny that their sympathy 

was for the raiders --whom Pa.ldstan called as "liberators" who in 

Pakistan· s vi e\v, went to Kashmir on hearing the woes of fellow 

Musfims. _s.:J 'i'he invaders stant~d committing arson pillage and plunder 

!U 

Michael Brecher. lhe Stm.~le _li'r Kash;mr. (New York: (hford University 
Press. 1953 ). p. 20 

SiSir Gupta. n.81. p ! ! S 



in Kashmir and the small and scattered Kashmiri state forces were unable 

to stop the invading tribesmen who were well-equipped with arms and 

ammunition. It was in the context of this invasion that Hari Singh 

thought of acceding to India and getting Indian assistance to stop the 

raiders before they could occupy the state. To protect the lives and 

property ofthe Kashmiri prople and to drive the invaders out of Kashmir, 

the Kashmiri ruler, Maharaja Hari Singh sought military help from the 

Government of India. However, the Indian Government informed 

Maharaja that such a thilitary aid could be extended to Kashmir only after 

the state had constitutionally acceded to India. Then, the Maharaja made 

the accession offer ~rid signed the instrument of Accession. The Indian 

Government accepted the Kashmir's accession to India and sent its 

military troops to the Kashmi-r valley on 27 October 1947'~4 Kashmir's 

accession to India w~s filial and tegahy valid. With the acceptance by 

Mountbatten (a~ Governor - General of Indla) of the instrument of 
i 

accession si!:,rtted by the Maharaja, Kashmir became an integral pclt1 of 

India. Such a pr.ocedure for accession W~lS in acl·ordance with tht: 

pat1it.ion Abrreements. 85 Pakistan, on its part., questioned the validity 
, 

of the instrument of accession atid charged that the ac~.:cssion of Kashmir 

to India ·was a product of a conspiracy between the· Indian Government 

-----··---

Michael 8rechaer, n.8 2, p. 27 

Ibid, p 38. 



the Maharaja and Sheikh Abdullah. Pakistan described the accession of 

Kashmir to India as based upon ·'fraud, deceit, and violence" and 

maintains that it was totally against the wishes of the long-oppressed 

Muslim Subjects of Kashmir. R
6 

Pakistan also maintains that the question of Kashmir· s accession to 

India is not final and is conditional upon the outcome of a plebiscite in 

Kashmir. However, it should be noted here that Indian Government's 

wish that the question of Kashmir's accession should be settled by a 

reference to the people did not In any way affect the legality of 

Instrument of accession. Furthermore Mountbatten specifically indicated 

that this Indian offer to seek the will of the Kashmiri people on the 

accession issue would be implemented only after law and order have 

been restdred in Kashmir and the invaders expelled from the state. 87 

rhus, tl1e differenct:!s: over Kashtnir and divergept 4nderstanding of the 

developments leading to accession of Kashmir to India tn India Pakistan 
' 

led to the first In'do-Pak ('-Onfhct of! 947-48. 

\\lith a view to ge·t the Pakistani invaders and other nationals out of 

Ka:,.hmir, India reit'•ned tlw matt<:r to tbe United Nations. Howevt:r, what 

perhaps went wrong was to tefer the matter tc· tht~ U N. under chapter Vi 

SiSir Gupta, n. R.l. p. 44<• 

)<") 

Michael Brecher. n 8:?. p . .38 



of the Charter, which deals with peaceful settlement of disputes rather 

than calling for appropriate action with respect to acts of aggression as 

provided for in chapter VII of U.N. Charter. While Pakistani acts of 

encouraging and supporting its tribes and other nationals to invade 

Kashmir which legally became an intebTfal part of India clearly amounted 

to aggression against India, Nehru did not refer the matter to the U.N. as 

an act of aggression. The U.N. Security Council ordered a cease-fire and 

passed resolutions for holding a plebiscite in Kashmir. The U.N. 

Resolution envisaged the complete withdrawal of Pakistani troops from 

Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (POK) as a pr-econdition to the holding of a 

plebiscite. The key U.N. ResoJution of August 1948 enumerated certain 

sequential steps which must be taken, first by Pakistan and then by India 

before a plebiscite could be held. Firstly, Pakistan inust withdraw all 

troops sent in by it. Secondly, Pakistan tnust assist i!l the wtthdrawal of 

all tribesmen who had come through Pakistan. whether with its 

enc{mragCfi1ent l(!TIO assistance or not. Rx 

During the 1950s Pakistan··s de:cision to join the Western military 

pacts like SEA TO and CENTO gave a new twist and dimension to the 

Kashmir issue. The global <.~old-war had a profound unpacr- on the 

Kashmir dispUte. The geo-strategil: and poiitical environment that would 

Pran Chopra. India. Pakistan and the Kashmir Tan;.:le (New Delhi: Indus, 
Harper Collins Publishers.1994 ). p 26. 
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be necessary to hold a plebiscite in Kashmir was clearly absent. The cold 

war influence on Kashmir issue led to situation in which the credentials 

of the some of the major powers became increasingly suspect. By the 

mid-sixties the divide of the Super powers was complete with the U.S. 

backing Pakistan on Kashmir and India relying on the Soviet veto to 

block U.N. plebiscite Resolutions on Kashmir. As far as the U.S. is 

concerned, Indian leaders almost always perceived the U.S. policies and 

approaches towafds resolving the Kashmir issue as anti-Indian in 

character and the U.S. administration, on its part, felt the Indian position 

unhelpftii in the resolution of the problem. India perceived the U.S. 

Pakistan alliance as a threat to its security interests in the region. The 

economic and military ai.d granted by the U.S. to Pakistan disturbed the 

existing baiance of power in the r~gion. and led to ar arms race in the 

region and this has greatly disturbed Indo-Pak relations. 89 

In 1965, Pakistan made an abortive attempt to snatch Kashmir by 

force. Pakistan (Jevised ''operation Gibraltar'··, a two-phased plan to seize 

Kashmir hy ft.)rcc. Atccording to this plan, Pakistani troop disguised as 

local tribt~smcrl would cross the porous border and f(Jtnent an insurgency 

in the border areas of ihe state in the first phase. ln th<~ second phase~ 

Paki~;tam troops would capital-ize on the prevailing l~haos and then invade 

and seize the stah! in a sharp war. However, this strategy faiied 

Strategic Analysis, vol. XXI. no 7, October 1997, p. 987. 



miserably as the Kashmir is did not co-operate in the endeavor. Though 

the 1971 was fought primarily over Bangladesh, Kashmir was also one of 

the Pakistani targets. The landmark Shimla Agreement signed following 

the 1971 war opened a new phase of hope in India-Pakistan relations. 

Both countries agreed under this agreement to settle all their bilateral 

Issues including Kashmir, by peaceful means through bilateral 

negotiations or by any other peaceful means mitually agreed upon by 

them. Hence, in India's view any attempt to internationalize the Kashmir 

dispute goes against the '"'Shiml~ Spirit". The two wars of 1965 and 1971 

have shown the futility of any attempt to disturb the status quo in 

Kashmir. Infact, at the Shimla Summit, Indian Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi had even mooted the idea that the cease-fire line be converted 

into a line of actual control. 90 

T!ie miset of the Secorid ·Cold War in the wake of the SoViet 
'• ' 

invasion of' Afghmliistan, however, belied the hopes raised by the Shimla 

Agneenwnt. T'te s1~cond cold war led the sub-continental adversaries to 

succumb immediately to the erroneous analysis and polit~ies of the Sqper-, 

powers, and as a consequence the fallacious 1954 scenario of an action

reaction anns budd up was reenacted. <Jl 

91 

Gowher Rizv1. India. [takistan and the Kashmir Problem 1947-1972, in Raju 
G C Ttwmu (t!d.) perspectives on Kashmir (Boulder: \Vestview Press, 1992), 
p. 73 

Jagat S.Mchta, "Resc!ving Kashmir in the international and context of the 
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Consequently, the process of steady improvement in India

Pakistan relations that was under way was mdely shaken .. Pakistan from 

the late 1980s has changed its strategy from use of force to waging a 

proxy war against India by sponsoring insurgency in Kashmir. 

Simultaneously, Pakistan sough to internationalize the Kashmir issue by 

raking it up in various intemational fora and by charging India with large 

scale human rights violations i-n Kashmir. 

Kas-hmir: The Divergent Cases of Pakistan and Ind-ia 

Ever since Pakistan came into being in 194 7, its relations with 

India have remained a hostage to the Kashmir dispute with the alternative 

patterns of war and sullen peace. This is because of the irrevocably 
... 

opposed positions held by both Pakistan and -India on Kashmir. For both 

India and Pakistan, Kashmir is not merely a territorial dispute, but an 

issqe closely linked to their national ideologies, their concepts of poiitical 

organization, and their ways of life. •·The real cause df all ~he bittemess 
I 

and ploodshed, the recakitrance and the suspicion1hat have characterized 

Kashmir dispute is the uncomprolnising ·and perhaps un-compromjsable 

stntggle of two ways- of life, t\.vo cohcepts of po{itical organization, two . 
l:t'')ol,"'' nf \1-:!ltte<' turn ,·nirittt~l 3"tJ'{ti(J/~,;: tJ1at firtd thAmset'ves locked t'n .J\..~i•· .... :r ,,. ,.,.., ...... ~), ,. 1 , "'·' .._.,1, .... , •"'-• { '·"' 1.....-~., 1 " ~ ••• "'-' • 

deadly conflict, a c.ontlict in w.hich Kashmir has become both syinbol and 

---------··---·-·--.. -----·-----·--··---------·-·----·--·------ .. --------·------·--------
1990s'' in Raju G ('Thomas (ed ), n. 10, p_ 29. 



b I d 
.. lJ2 att e groun · To India the subcontinent is inescapably one natiOn 

while to Pakistan the subcontinent constituted two antagonistic nations 

with mutually divergent interests. It is this underlymg mutual distrust 

and suspiciOn that has coloured their criticism of each other's policy 

towards Kashmir. Pakistan claims that the Partition of the subcontinent 

was based on the recognition of the separate nationhood of the Indian 

Muslims, and Kashmir with a overwhelming Muslim population should 

logically belong to Pakistan. 

Thus, for Pakistan. Kashmir is "an unfinished business of the 

pm11t1on .. _ On the other hand. Kashmir for Indian leadership is, in 

miniature, another Pakistan. and if this Muslim nation can be successfully 

governed by India, then their philosophy of secularism is vindicated. 'l.
1 

While, for Pakistan, religion w::ts the rationale of the part-ition, India 

argues that the Indian Independen~e act, on which the partitloh was 

based, madf.! no reference at all to anyo1le's religion: that i1 only gave an 
I 

option to certain territories to decide -- only through the it:gtslators 

already elected by these terri tones and not through at!}/ k md of a 

plebiscite or other fonn of direct r:eferei1ce to the people -- •whcriler :they 

wished io opt out of India: that millions of Muslims opte<ii 'o fcinJ:tn m 

Josef Korbel. Dail):er 111 Koslrmir (Princet-on Princeton Universitv ~ress. 
196() !. p. 25 

Ibid . p. 42. 



India when they would, as Muslims, have migrated to Pakistan if 

religion had been the basis of the partition and that India continues to be 

home to more Muslims than Pa-kjstan is or any other country except 

Indonesia. '!4 

India and Pakistan have criticized each others conduct in Kashmir 

on political, moral and legal grounds. India maintains that by sending her 

troops into Kashmir Pakistan committed aggression against India. 

Secondly, Pakistan, by occupying the "''Azad Kashmir" violated the UN 

resolutions and has suppressed the rights and liberties of the people of 

this area. Thirdly, by building military bases in Azad Kashmir and by 

not withdrawing her anny fonn there Pakistan violated the UNCIP's 

resolutions. Finally, and more importantly, Pak~~tan has been waging a 

Jehad ( holywat) or a proxy war against India by sponsori~g trained 

it)Sllrgents into Kashmir. Pakistan, otl its part, contends th~t lrtqia 

v1olate·d U.N. dictates when it integrated Kashmir into the Union an1i 

supprt::•;sc:d all hpposition and l~asic human rights of the Kashmiris. 
' I 

S(:cnndly, lnttia has retreated from her internatioiial commitment to hold 

h' plebiscite under the auspices of the United Nations. l)S As regards the 

fJak t:-ilam allegation of India·-~ retn~:at from i.ts interhational commitmeht 

to hold a plebiscite, it tnay b~: noted here that Pakistan itself has 

Pr an Chopra. n. 88, p. I 0 

SiSir Gupta .. n. 8 i. pp. 446-47 



contributed to the change and hardening of India's political approach to 

the Kashmir problem. ""Nehru was, in fact, serious and had genuine 

intention as regards the implementation of India's early plebiscite pledge. 

However, Pakistan definitely made a !:,rrave miscalculation by instigating 

the tribesmen's attack and its own military_ efforts. By further refusing to 

withdraw from Azad Kashmir Pakistan seems to have contributed to a 

hardening ofthe indian Political approach to the Kashmir problem. ''If 

Pakistan had not gambled but trusted India, history might well have 

changed its course in the subcontinent." 9 c' 

Apart from the element of mutual distrust between the two 

countries, Pakistan seems to harbour some fears about India which make 
I 

its position on Kashmir more rigid and hard thereby further complicating 

the already compkx and intractable Kasluhir issue. After 1971 war in 

\vhich pakist:m fa(;cd a humiliating military debade, it is fi·equently felt 

and mticulate·d in Pabstart that Pakistah' s dismemberment in 1971 was 

the han(hwork or making of India and not a consequence of the policies 

t-t.1llowed by the wt::stetn wing ~gait,st the •!astern wing. Secondly, 

Pakistau betitves that India caused her di:miemhermerlt in retaliati{)ll 

against P.1ki.~tan' s attempts to enfolct~ its dai lll!l· on Kashmir. Thirdly, 

Pakistan hoki£- th•:: beiUef that I ndva' s .cakuimious aud aims inciude the 

l ius Blmh·nberg. lndw-Pakistmz: 77w Hi.\tOI:r o/ ll'll't.'.\olv~,·d conjlicls, vol ll 
(Oden~e L'niversity Press. Denmark. ! 99iq. p. 44 
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dismemberment of what was left of Pakistan after 197 L Fourthly. 

Pakistan believes that with a view to dismember Pakistan India has been 

inciting trouble in the Sind province. Lastly and most import.mtiy, 

Pakistan regards her struggle for Kashmir and its hostility towards India 
'<• 

as a part of wider Islamic Jehad. n That is why Pakistan regards the 

infiltrators and militants as ''freedom fighters" and "liberators." The gulf 

between the two countries has been further widened by the fact that from 

1989 onwards Pakistan has been actively aiding and abetting militancy in 

Kashmir. Pakistan's involvement in the sponsoring of insurgency in 

Kashmir has reachedc such an extent that now terrorism pas become one 

of the major issues between India and Pakistan. further, Pakistan's 

strategy inteJ-nat~onalizing the kashmir issue despite the fact that both 

Pakistan and India have agreed tmder the 1972 Shimla Agreement to 

resolve all the1r bilateral issues includin~ Kashmir, through peaceful 

nie;ms bilaterally or any other means a1~eed to by the two countries, has 

made KasHmir i~sue more complex and lutrac.tahlt:. lndi~ on its part, has 

been consistently optmsirig any move to i.ntt•rnationali.ze the Kashunir 

issue. Anoth(~r s\trategy of Pakistan has be\!n to mabng the improvem(mt 

of Indo-Pak !"elations hQstage to the Kash~nir issue. Pakistan maintains 

that kashmir is 1;ht! .. c.}re" issm.~ between rwo '~ountrit:s atad that unless 

· and until K<rilhm:ir i!>sue is resoived progress couid not he made on an_y 

other issue. Tltis is pn!(:lsely why many hi\aterai issues. induding trcide 

Pran Chopra, no g.s. p. 9 



and commerce, have remained unresolved even today. It was general 

Zia-ul-Haq who put a stop to economic and cultural relations and made 

them conditional on the resolution of the Kashmir issue. It was Zia who 

began calling Kashmir as 'the core issue.' l)R 

Kashmir: Extr:a-regionai Powers: 

Three extra-regional great powers exercised enonnous influence 

on the Kashmir issue, nameJy the United States, the former Sovi~t -

Union alld present Russia and China. During the cold war, the tentacles 

of the global cold-war had been extended to the south Asian region and 

the regional issues, including Kashmir and their course had been greatly 

influenced by the super·power rivalry. The role and impact of the super-

powers is clearly reflected ·in their respective positions on the Kashmir 

issue and in the voting pattern of super-powers in the Security Council 

resolutions. As is well-kno\vn, Pakistan tn its bid to seek scclu·tty against 
' 

India joim!d w~tem t~jh-tary alliances tlwreby bringing th,~ global co1d 
' 

war to South l\sia. Tl • ·s · · . .le th , 10 ItS global st.ralt:g·y nf cnntai11in~ 

Communism. backed Pakistanis in the regional maHer.:~ ~Utd t:xtc·ndcd 

t!(~onotnic and miiitary aid to Pakistan. Whiie the US ... p~~~_" !~t$\11 aihanct.~ . 
played only an inci(kntal role in containing contn11Jnisnt. ti: · ~nt~bl·ed: 

Kaiim Bahadur. ''·India Pakistan- Relations in the 21'' century contl•ct and 
Harmony" in Bhatt S & l'v1ani V.S (eds) india 011 tht! rhrt.:.ilwld ~~.t ~!hi" 

C('llflll)', (New Delhi: ~an~~er Books, 1999). p. 371. 



Pakistan to take much stronger positions in its disputes with India than 

ld b 99 wou othef\vise have . een possible. The US endorsed Pakistan's 

policy on Kashmir, namely demanding holding of a plebiscite in 

Kashmir. The Indian leaders, on the other hand, almost always perceived 

the US policies and approaches towards resolving the Kashmir issue as 

anti-Indian in character and the U.S. administration on its part, felt the 

Indian position on Kashmir unhelpful in the resolution of the problem. 

The US took a pro-Pakistan tilt many a time. The UN Security Council 

Resolution of April 1948 primarily moved by the US and the UK, failed 

to criticize Islamabad for the aggressiop and treated the aggressor and the 

victim of agbTfession equaHy. Similarly, when India and Pakistan fought 

a war over Kashmir in 1965 in the wake of Pakistan launching 

"Operation Gibraltar", the US attitude was clt!arly pro-Pakistan. Again in 

1971, the Nj~on- Admii,istqltioq 's '"tiit" tow-ards Pa~istan dt~rmg th~~ 

Barlgladesh Wil.r is now tl weJI~kpown fact of iJjstory. 
100 

In the.· J}loJt-cold war era both the United States and PakistRll have , I 

qeveloped a common cause by li11king ui:; ti1e i{a~:hmir i'•sue with the 

nuclear issue in the South Asian conte·xt. fhe l)~i supported the PakJstutli 

V·t·eu'P'"~"n• •'·"! t' .... S11'11l· .. ,~,. " ""*'C ;.o.~"l'" .•.• ,..,.,.1\·tl<tl' ·)t· ..... ,.;,.1·· ta·~s to 1~ "lart •n 11 ll lqt.ll. .1'\..(.l, 1 l 1 I;) (l I.AJI l.Jt~l 1.,. n.-3U t I '• '•• "'-' r f U '- t 

99. 

100 

Richard Sission & Leo E RoSt~. War wrci .~i'.\.itoll: Pakistan. lndi.:1 :tn:i th4~ 
creation of Bangladesh, (Nev.· Delhi. l990_i. p ~R 

Chintamani Mahapatra "American A.:tivisn1 ·.HI the Kashmir quc!!>tiun' m 
S!ralcKic Anqlysis, voL XXL no. 7, October i •N7. pp qXH-89. 



of a comprehensive approach to other issues. It clearly suggests that 

Kashmir issue could not be treated in isolation from other problems 

between India and Pakistan which includes nuclear proliferation also. 101 

The US goal seems to highlight its non-proliferation concerns by raising 

the Kashmir issue. In 1993 the US Assistant Secretarv of State Robin 

Raphe I referred to Kashmir as a disputed territory. The present American 

policy towards Kashmir can be understood by the following statement of 

Robin Raphe!: '"'The recent eiections in Kashmir would not resolve the 

underlying question of Kashmir as a disputed teiTitory, which needed to 

be sorted out between India and Pakistan. But the elections would 

certainly provide an opportunity for li1dia and the elected state 

government of Janunu and Kashmir to ease tensions in the valley by 

bringing basic governance back to the surface against. 102 

The former Soviet Union and the preseut Russia has been 

consistently supporting Indian stand on Kashmir ever smce t11(! two 

Soviet leaders Khrushev and Bulgarian, on a visit to India in 195 5 

deciared their unequi.vocal sullport tp New Delhi on the Kashmir issue. tw 

Chma whid1 sh:wes borders with Jammu and Kashmir on both sides of 

ill! 

102 

10.1 

P R t"h,ljri Indo-.Pak 1\''rtdt!ar stand l!ft: The Role of the United States (l\iev• 
tlel\,; l\·1annhar1,uhlif\ht!rs. 1995 ). pp. 72.-73. 
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the line of control has also exercised its influence on the Kashmir issue. 

With a view to consolidate its strategic ties with Pakistan China 

supported Pakistan's stand on Kashmir. In 1963 China. and Pakistan 

signed a boundary agreement by which Pakistan ceded some territory of 

the Pakistan-occupied Kashmir to China. China has also been 

instrumental in the development of Pakistan's nuclear and missile 

programmes. Pakistan received critical technological aid from China. 

India on the other hand fought a war with China over the boundary 

dispute. From 1980 onwards, however, due to normalization and 

improvernent of Sino-Indian relations China began to resume a t1eutral 

policy which has been kept unchanged till today.w4 Thus, the great 

powers have exercised profound influence on the Kashmir issue while 

trying to st:rve their own global and regional strategic security and · 

economic interests. 

MiiHancy i~1 Kashmir: 

From tht: late 1980s the s1atc of Janniltt and Kashmir witnessed the 

emer_gence of militancy and unprecedented levels of violence. The Tise 
~ .. .. 

r>f insurgency can bt: attributed to two factors, namely don\,es!ic factors 

The de mesti~; factors include pmver politics 

be~we:en the central _;::overmnent and the Kashmir state gov~erinnent, 

l\lao Si"vei, .. China .ird the Kashmir i!i.sue" in strattt:gic Analysis. vol. XVII, 
no. 12. March 199.". I"· 1574. 
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political ineptitude of the state government in handling the legitimate 

demands of the Kashmiri people, political mismanagement and economic 

neglect of the central govemment in Kashmir etc. The external factor 

that has largely been responsible for rise of the militancy in Kashmir is 

Pakistan's role in fomenting and aiding terrorism in Kashmir. At the 

domest-ic level, the proximate causes for the rise of militancy have been 

the events like rigged elections of 1987 which made the Kashmir believe 

that the eiections in Kashmir are not free and fair. Similarly earlier in 

1984, the dismissal of the Farooq Abdullah govemment and instalJation 

of G. N. Shah regime convinced the vast majority of the Kashmiris in the 

valley that the national government had a reckless disregard for 

constitutional procedures. 

It is argm:d thnt secessionist msurgency m Kashmir emerged 

because c~fthe in<:n~ase in political mobilization among Kashtriiris against 

a ba,;:kgrou,ld of mstitutic.nal de<:ay. 105 The Sheik Abdullah government,. 

while in pnwe•·. cew~rahzt~d de.c·ision~making and pa:~sc!d some laws which 

seriously cmiaikd ,;:ivil liberties. This Ius crcatt:d resentment among 

Ka!;hrniris. Tht! I~;lamic S(m~iment (!trH!rged in Kashmir from four 

!OI· f l · · ~:oun:t~s. ·:.1(· lumtt!d suc:cess of the ct!!tttral government m promotmg 

id; 

!Oh 

Sumtt (.iangtllt. IIR· ( 'n.''·' ill /(uslmtir: Punetrf•, ol 1-f'~,Jr and hopes ~l pem.e 
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economic development in the state alienated the younger Kashmiris 

acquired a modicum of education and became aware of their economic 

deprivation. Another source for the spread of Islamic sentiment has been 

the migration of Assamese Muslims to Kashmir many of whom were 

employed as Maulvis (religious teachers) i-n the madarassas. The entry 

ofthese Muslim migrants most likely spurred the devel-opment of a new 

brand of the ethno-religious sentiment directed- against the Indian state. 

Thirdly, the organizational- stmcture the National Conference the 

dominant political force in Kashmir, was such that it did not allow any 

scope for dissent within the party and the new entrants were discouraged 

from entering party. Fourthly, Pakistan took advantage of the growing 

sense of disenchantment within Kashmir. The peculiar combination of 

these four sources contributed to the risr- of Isl.amic fundamentalism in 

the Kashrnir valley. The poBt-ical tragedy of the Kashmir pohtics '~1as the 

failure of tUe local anq-national leadership to pc·mnt the development of 

~m hortest (ioliticai opposition. The channcb for expres!~ing pohtical 
J 

discontent were curbed: . One of the n::a.~o11~• for tht: Kash.miri 

discontenttnent to take an ethnic turh Wil!>i Uwt !he geogn~phic isolation of 

the vaJ'le,.! "e"'"'~~--•ed Kashm;r; 1" 'an· ~r- ... , •.••. •i ....... '-····· ·••· ·•·• ·-~~~~,· ~ " 6 ' 11 "'·" 1 · ·n '·' .') f-'C::UGl . II :11 J l.l\.UM I.U'·· aaJ~;;.a ~UII\;.H;:) Ul IVlU~•Ill 

politics in India. The Kashmirjs did not au th~1r l!tx·v.am:es as JllU't of tht! 

national cotnmunity but as a regional snb-•.:Nnlnuuty with parlicular and 

1 . I , 1n1 
pam·:~ 11a concerns.· 

...... 
!tl• 

Ibid., p. 40 



The political mismanagement by the central government of the 

Kashmiri affairs was the major cause of Kashmiri disenchantment. 

Terrorism in Kashmir can not be ascribed to administrative or economic 

reasons alone. At the root of the problem is the deprivation ~f political 

power due to which Kashmiris feared that their dignity and identity are 
I 

l lOX t ueatened. A different line of argument for the rise of separatism in 

Kashmir 1s that it has taken its root on the one hand, from a lengthy 

history of separatist- politics as weli ~s, on the other from the very 

distinctive Kashmir culture and Kashmiris · strong sense of identity. This 

identity is being significantly inspired and reinforced- in our day by the 

experiences of other separatist movements like Punjab and is refashioned 

by the cultural- assertiveness and aJlti-secttlatism of the powerful Islamist 

elements that are present in the neighbourhood and, indeed, Kashmir 

itseJf.''''l The denial of democratic rights :and s~bversjon of democratic 

representation by the ~ndian state in Jiuiunu and Kashmir alinost 

continuoul'IY s.im~e 1947. eventuaHy ied- 'iO the outbreak of a popular· 

based movehtent for separation from India. 1111 Denial of democracy and 

autonomy q,o Kashmir by the Indian state is tlK~ ultimate cause of th·~~ 

jj)\1 
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... K 1 . Ill 
CriSIS In as lllllf. A different line of argument attributes the rise of 

Kashmiri separatism to the developments like giving of sophisticated 

weapons by the US via Pakistan to the Mujah1ddeen (holy warriors) who 

fought the Soviet-supported regime in Afghanistan and the in~piration 

Kashmiri separatists took from the break-up of mighty Soviet Union into 

independent ethnic nations. 112 Thus, the roots of militancy in Kashmir 

are multiple, some of them readily traceable to policy failures in New 

Delhi, others to political and social currents in Kashmir and still others, 

inevitably, to the -designs of neighbouring Pakistan. 

Pakistan's Role in M-ilitancy: 

After the hmn11iating debacle in 1971 war, Pakistan concluded that 

another conthmtation with India on the battle field would not be paying. 

Pakistani decision-makers calculated that another conventional war with 

India would not be cost-effective. Pakistan. therefore, df!cided that a 

low-intensity confli<;t over a prolonged period could be successful in 
i 

Kashmir. This could break the morale of India. The strategy wn:; tr.; 

destabil~ze India to 1he extent they can and weaken the adversary as much 

as ttwy <:an. As is weii-know, Pakistanis had their experience in waging 
, 

,.., l{w•-mte:nsity c<mflkt and causing destahili:t.ation in Afghanistan and 111 

I I .~ 

Ibid .. p 176. 

:\jlt Elhattachnrgea, Kashmir: 7i~e woundt:'d I alley. (New Delhi: UBS 
Publishers. 1994 }, p. 255. 
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Indian state of Punjab during 1980s. Moreover, the StlfPlus anns from 

the Afghanistan conflict and the Afghan Mujahiddeen and other Islamic 

mer<;enaries were at their ready disposal. In tine with this policy, 

"'Operation Topac'·, an unconventional war was planned and put into 

effect. The Inter-Services Intelligence (lSI) has been instrumental in 

operationalizing this strategy of a proxy war. Another Pakistani 

calculation behind this strategy of waging proxy war has been that the 

full-scale wars with India besides being expe.nsive and risky, they also 

drew the opprobrium of the big powers. But through this devious design 

of a proxy war Pakistan can remain behind the screen and still wage a 

war against India. 1 u Pakistan in its strategy to foment insurgency in 

Kashmir· took advantage of the resentment and disenchantment of the 

Kashrniris, especially the Kashmir unemployed youth with the lndi~ 

state. 1\ahmir' s descent into chaos presented Pakistan with an u'tparalled 

oppott1r1nity to flle~d\e in Kashmir. It was also pn:s~~nted with an 

oppottunity to restJrrect its -nc!ar rnoribund demat)d fbr H asluniti self -
; 

detennjnation imd at the., liame time to call the world's attention. io its 

neighbOur's shortcomings in regard to human rights and the .pt-actice of 

dt!mocra<:y. 1 ~.., FuUy exp~oi~.idg the Kashiniri resenHnent Pakistan 

DJ·. r.·~UITiil.i. K..·.i.~.lrmit.· r·a .• ·lstw.r ·,, proxy war. (New Delhi Har-anand pub .• 
1993), 'j) l)fl 

Robt!rt G \\ t;-smg. ''The Kadn!1ir Dispute: Pwspects for cont1ict Resolution" 
in Hafi~ez Mallik (ed) i>tlt'mmas '!(National Se;;urity and cooperation in In~ia 
and Paki:ii<m (i•lew York St. Mat·1ir1 Press, !993), p. 167 
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started attracting Kashmiri youth through its anns, ammunition training 

etc,. The Pakistani strategy was to utilize the pro-Pakistan and pro

Islamic groups such as Jamaat-i-Islami, Jamat-i-Tubla, Hizbul 

Mujahideen, Muslim Janbaz force, AI UmaL Allah Tigers to recruit the 

volatile section of the Kashmiri youth and to take them to Pakistan

occupied Kashimir or Pakistan to train them, to motivate them, equip 

them with anns and ammunition and send them back to Kashmir to carry 

out subversion and paralyze the administration and law-enforcing 

agencies to create anarchy and launch a guerilla warfare and eventually 

force India to quit Kashmir. 115 

Pakistan' s- active support to militancy in Kashmir had a deleterious 

impact on Indo-Pakistan relations. India is convinced that Pakistan since 

I9X8-89 hns resmte<~ to a proxy w~u· aguinst it by insttgatibg terrorism 

withilll kashtnir. Indian government blamed Pakistan for e:xporting 

tcnorism to kashmir. Pakistan, on its part, accused.lndian.govehlitterit 
\ 

of violatjng hunian r1ghts. in Kashmir. lnqian govenunent toc•k several 

steps t.o prevenii any kind of violat~on of human pghts and excesses by its 

miiitary and para-·miiital)' iorct.:s. indian government has conducted 

parii<mwntary and subsequently ~;tate assembly elections in Jammu & 

... :kcti(;ils aroust:d a ~:;ignificaut puhtic interest. P'*istan faced a problem 
~ 

: ,, 
Oe •. P.Kumar.n ll :~.p 100 
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in Kashmir when the Kashmiris qeveloped a disillusionment towards the 

militants. Militant's frequent resort to kidnappin~ rape and extortion 

antagonized their previous supporters and estranged popular sentiment. 

Frequent gun-battles among rival militant !:,'TOups and the practice of 

Kidnapping of suspected infonners by militants also enraged the 

Kashmiri people. People have also suffered frotn the havoc caused to 

the economy, because of the disruption of tourist trade and enhanced 

unemployment. Public protests and Public defiance against the activities 

of militants have been on the increase. After the state assembly elections 

in Jammu & Kishmir, and with a popular government in office a 

semblance of rionnalcy has --been restored in Kashmir. The central 

government. on its part. has announced a package of measures for 

providing autonomy to the state of Jammu and Kashmi-r. 

lnternationalbatiQll 'ilfKa!dnrair: 
. , I 

One of tbe flash points in India-Pakista1t1 rel~ttions has been 

I sblmabad 's at,·~mph; hi intem~t!onali7..t:: the Kllshtn~r i.~.sue. In a bid to 

ke(:p the Kashmir QlW~tion alive. Pakistan 11as sought to mtcmatiohalize 

tlw• it•sue, hopm~ ro t-'bta\n tlw :~;upport of the westen1 wodd. '"-'ith this 

emphas.izmg th(' SP-·t::d!ed hum::m rights VidlatJons tal< ing place in 

·Kashntir by tht: .1ndJ<Ui secuntv f(ltccs. Also, Pnki:~;tan bro·ught. up the 



demand of the Kashmiris for" self determination" as a basic, inalienable 

human right. Pakistan has been trying to garner support from the Muslim 

'world by hjghlighting its concern for the plight of the Kashmin 

Muslims. Since 1990, Pakistan has raised the questions of human rights 

and se]f.:.determination with respect to Kashmir reaptedly at the 

international fora like United Nations Human Rights Commission, 

General Assembly. In March 1990, at the Human Rights Commission in 

Geneva, Pakistan raised the Kashmir issue, claiming that the people of 

Jammu & Kashmir had beeil denied-the right of self-determination .11
, 

Pakistan's ra1smg of Kashmir at different international fora is 

agains1 the spirit of the Shimla Agreement. In 1972, unqer the Shimla 

Agreemeut both Pakistan and India have agreed to settle all their out: 

struh~irig issues induding Kashmit. biiatt.+aUy through p~aceful means or 

through any other means m;c.~ptable to both the c;ouJ;Itries. TI.1us, the 
\ 

Shimla Agreement bas established the priw;iplt! of bilaterali~n1 b~!hVt:en 
. - -

hui:ia and F'ak~st;m '-"'ith regn.-d to tlh~ set1lemen! of their blfateral issut~s 

t•aki!>l.an\ bid., then:Jore. to intcmatinnahzc the Kashmir issue ammmt:; 

,,,, 
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rights record on Kashmir given its own track record in Pakistan occupied 

Kashmir, Sindh and Baluchistan. 

India, on its part, sticks to the concept of bilateralism and opposes 

anv internationalization of the Kashmir Issue or any third party 

intervention therein. However, according to the opinion of some 

scholars, India should not insist on bilateralism especially when there is 

vir1ually no possibility of Pakistan agreeing to it. Indi-a should not be 

averse to discussing the Kashmir issue on any forum or even to 

entertairting a third party mediation. 117 

.. ~.s far as the resolution of Kashmir issue is concerned. Various 

possib-lt: options have been suggest<!d. These include, among others. 

opt!oHs like independence for Kashrmr: Kashmir's acces~•ion to PakistaJt 

(;tl tht: busis pf the two-~atior~ itbcory. the: status quoist ap.ptoac:h; _joim 

tndia P:~:kistan c(>ntrot over Kashmir., tht.'t HTriestt:'' type .\oh.itllltl tbi~ough 

the terHtotial transfer of the v~A~! 1.1f Kast1mir to Paktstan the "Ttbetan' 

solution by transforming the dt!.l'fhJ,~l3J1hics in Ka:;huur and snme ever: 

·---··---·-···-.. -- ---·--·- .. -·---

DJJ. Khanna and Kishore 1\umar. /.11.;/oJ.:lle '!/ !l1t' /)t't~ll~· .'•t:bu-/'tiAis:an 
IJil'ide {New Delhi Konark publisher~;. W92l p 18) 



line of control (LOC) into an international border between India and 

Pakistan. Pakistan's preferred solution is the accession of Jammu and 

Kashmir to it and it may be noted that even though Pakistan talks of self 

detennination for Kashmiris, there is no place for independence for 

Kashmiris in Pakistan's scheme of self determination. Most Kashmiris 

prefer independence for Kashmir. For any lasting solutions to the 

Kashmir which has become a major stumbling block in the way of 

improvement of Indo-Pak relations, a sense of realism is very mudt 

needed on the part of both India and Pakistan. 
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INDO-PAK TRADE AND ECONOMIC CO-OPERTION: AN 
IMPERATIVE NEED 

The characteristic feature of the post-cold war world has been the 

increasing co-operati-on and economic interdependence among the 

nations. The end of the global cold war has witnessed- the advent of 

libera-lizatinn of international trade, deregulation and dehcensing. Most 

of the nations have adopted the free-market economic policies and 

integrate their respective national economies with the global economy. 

Global tr~ding regimes like world Trade Organization (W.T.O) have 

come into existence to regulate the W{)rld trade. Free trade among the 

nations has become the order of the day. Regipnal trade blocks and free 

-~rade zones such as NAFTA, EEC have emerged to _promote free trade 

among the nations at the reg1onal leveL Tht:se global dcve:lopments, 

however, seem to have pliled to _prbdhce an:·~ iinpnct oa_ the. Pakistcm--

h}qia ttade relations aml economic •co-oper-ation In spite of the 

encouragang trade prospl!\;t~~ and t:(:onomic p(lh~riUal, ~al,istan-lndia 

economic and trade: rdation~.; have l'•:.:mamc·d hostage to politkal 

ditJerences rn the po~·t Lold l\'ar period. This ch<lptt!'t at1effi}ltS te ~·.hov.

t1lat there are :stroll g cconf•tnl4, i mper a! ive•; for Ill-'- rec: ... ~.mt~ t.h-e volume of 

trade 'I . . ! • r-, I ! f I : _ rum econom1c ~.:n-<tJ:enmon nmwcctt rafl..l'•li1n ;wO mut.~-

assumption is based on: (a) tm analy~;i!: of tl:t~ p;b.t tH~nf.b, In 1radt~· bd:wet!n 

Pal<ist~n and India:; tb) (:Urr\;~nt level of informal n:Jdt! bdween the two 

countries. And (c) the changes in the global aud regional ecnnomic 



environment and the urge of the business communities in Pakistan and 

India to increase the economic and trade relations between the two South 

Asian neighbours. 

The international trade between Pakistan and India was at one time 

free internal trade between the regions which now constitute two 

independent countries. At the time of independence and partitioning of 

the subcontinent in two sovereign states, the economies of India and 

Pakistan formed parts of a single and m1ified economy with their 

-concomitant regional specialization and interdependence. These two 
' ' 

regions were int~rdependent in the sense that while the re[.,rion that came 

to constitute Pakistan was agricultui·ap~ more develnped and prosperolls, 

tlae regiOfl that constituted the Indian Union was industrially more 

.advanced. 11 ~ Thi:; iuterdependence was recogmzed by the provisional 

t,.;overnments i;nd " 's1:;utdstill Agretmacnf had been sigm~d between the 

two cmmtt1e!• fer w:,ventang the inter-dommion ~conmmc and 

commercial rcl~tim1s. t'.be A!tn~ernent providt!d tJu~t tiJI its expiry on 29 

FebruBJJY t 948, ther<~ would be no restrictions. on nre:e flow of gc>ods 

b1;-twccn the two ,.J,)(rt~tidns and no customs baiTters would t)t~ .inwosed. i iii 

Ill! 
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However, the political divisions started showing their impact on trade 

and economics and both countries began violating this agreement. ln 

December 194 7 Pakistan in violation of this agreement imposed an 

. export duty on raw jute which had the effect of a crippling increase in the 

cost of this essential input to the Indian jute industry. India replied on 23 

December the same year, by imposing-export duty on jute manufacture to 

Pakistan. Each country was trying to be self sufficient and in trying to be 

so deny itself the products of the other. Questions of cost have been 

disregarded largely due to considerations of nationalism. 120 After the 

tenninat:ion of the stand still Agreement trade between India and Pakistan 

was all along conducted on the basis of trade agreements. These 

agreements wet-e aif11ed at promoting and maintaining cordiai trade links 

between the two countries. A good number of these agreements were. 

trade quota agreements and the mam ntems covered by th(:se agreements 

were <~::oc;,l., jut(~ mam.tf~tctun:n;. cotton yam and cloth. pi.g-irol1~ t-obacco 

et{::. A three-year trade agre~~ment. si~!ned it, March 1953, ihtrod~cc!d mt 

el:emenJ of -trade liberalization ht!tw.c~r:.~n the two countries. The 19"57 

trad\i! l\nd paynu::nis agfeetnt!l:l~ h1troduced the Most Fav<.iure.d N:a.tion 

(rArNI dam.~ which stirmlat-t1s thai tht~ contracting parties woutd at.x:ord 

tht· ~ante r.re;',un-ent to m:tcb otht-r's tx;wrt~i and i.mnorts in r·~·SJlect of tatiff 
\ " t' 

and trade rc:ilTictious us they actXM"d•~d to otheT nations in gtL1lerrAI. The 

tr.adt:~ agre.!mea~t of Marc~ 19b() mtrodu(:ed mea~ures for liberalization of 

B M Bhatia. n. 118 . p 74 



border trade. 121 The sino-Indian conflict of 1962 and the then newly 

fanned Sino-Pak friendship marked a major set-back to Indo-Pakistan 

trade relations. The lndo-Pak war of 1965 resulted in the imposition of a 

trade embargo whic~1 remained in force up to 197 4. During 1966-6 7 to 

1974-75, there was absolutely no trade between the two countries 

because of this trade embargo. This trade embargo gave way to many 

other countries to enter-the Pakistani and Indian market-s. However, inter 

-state smuggling and the appearance of Indian goods in the Pakistani 

markets through third countries continued as a regular feature during this 

period. 122 Between 1966 and 1973, India was reported to have made 

many enquiries for the resumption of traqe with Pakistan. However, the 

indications available from Pakistan upto September 1968 showed quite 

clearly that Pakistani leader-s were firmly opposed to taking any steps to 

flt!r1nit resumption of ttade with hicHa. 123 The lndo-Pa.k war of 1971 

hhther deteriorated the poor tn!t.le and e!(:onomic rdation~l;1ip betw•!eri the 

r~N·o countries. Ho·wever, tt1'~ Shimla Agre:~::meut wb,11;h \1\'as sinned in 

1972. following the Bangla4esh war paved the way for nohmi.lization of 

the relations between tlll'~ tV~:o t;<m.ra';ni.~;:s. i.r: Pursuan~~: ef Article 3 of the 

,121 
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Shimla Agreement a protocol was signed m New Delhi on 30 November 

1974, lifting the embargo on trade between the two countries with effect 

from 7 Decethber, 1974. According to the protocoL trade would be 

conducted in hard currency in accordance with the foreign exchange 

regulations of each country. The two countries agreed to extend the Most 

Favoured Nation (MFN) treatment to each other in accordance with the 

provisions of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). To 

begin with, trade would be conducted on a government to government 

basis or through public sector agencies. However private trade could also 

take place by mutual- agreement in specific cases. At a later stage, the 

private sector would be given a bigger role. The immediate trade 

possibilities were identified in items like cotton, engineering goods, jute 

tnanufacto.res. iron-ore, railway equipment. rice and tea. 124 

The trade between the two countries, howt:ver, was actually 

re~mmed i:h Janua.l) t 9'75 after the trade agree:rnent. .!\li agteetnent was 

~ugned in K~rachi on 14 Junua.ry 1976, under which Pakistan w~s to buy 

fi"oin India 5.,000 tone:s of Pig··it"on anq 250 tmu~s of bifid lectves. Dturing 

the taiks, both side·s ag.rt:t:d that jt was necess~ry to tal<e steps to facilitate 
' 

and spet~d-up the exc.:han.ge of ~aQe information • between the two 

coun1ries. F u.rth:;r, d,ivt.:lsiftcaluon of trade bet\'Jcen the~ two countn~!S vras 

discuss•~d <H ihe hi.gh k\lel ttade talks lleid during April, 197 7 in New 

1"2··' 
Ibid~ p. :t 1. 
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Delhi. At these discussions, India at:,rreed to buy goods from Pakistan 

increasingly and Pakistan, in turn, offered items like gypsum. industrial 

alcohoC rock salt, c-otton yan1, tobacco, medicinal herbs and fresh and 

dry fruits. It was also decided that experts from the two countries should 

meet shortly thereafter to thrash out the problems in regard to rail and 

road transport. 125 Pakistan, however banned her private trade with India 

in July 1978. Several attempts have been made by India to start trade on 

private account. As a result there was a limited trade between the two 

countries in the late 1970s. However, even this limited volume of trade 

helped to underline the important fact that despite the two countries 

attempting from the beginning to insulate and make independent of each 

other their respective economies, new complementarities between the 

two had developed and that not only temporary demand-supply 

imbalances in the two markets could be addressed through trading. but 

active economic co-operation between them too could materially 

contribute to economic growth of both of them. 126 This complementarity 

is clearly established in the case of some important commodities. For 

instance, Pakistan needs supply of Iron ore on regular basis, which India 

can supply much cheaper than that country can get from any other 

source. The Karachi Steel Mills which require iron ore as raw material, 

have a surplus production of pig-iron for which the country needs an 

12~ 
Ranjit Singh Ghuman. n. 121. p. 52 

B.M. Bhatia, n.II8. p 77 
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external market. India could easily supply that market. Textile 

machinery is another example of this complement. Textile industry in 

Pakistan has developed rapidly over the years. To meet the machinery 

needs of the industry, Pakistan has been importing textile machinery 

from countries like Japan, Europe. China etc., Pakistan, however, faces 

some problems like increasing costs of the machinery due to appreciation 

in value of the currencies of the suppliers of machinery etc. However, 

Pakistan can avail the comparative advantage by importing the same 

textile machinery from India. The Indian Textile Machinery industry 

produces machinery and equipment of international standard. These 

products are finding easy market in countries of South East Asia, South 

Asia, west Asia and Europe. Therefore, it would be great advantage to 

Pakistan if it turns to India for the supply of its needs of textile 

machinery. 127 Acknowledging this comparative advantage Pakistan in 

1980 decided to import from India iron ore (300,000 tons) for its steel 

mill at Karachi .. This decision was made in view of the competitive price 

of Indian iron ore primarily because of freight advantage due to the close 

proximity of the supply source to Pakistan. 1211 

127 

12!< 

Ibid .. p. 78. 

Rashid Ahmad Khan. "Indo-Pakistan Trade: Prospects and constraints " in 
Regional Studies (Pakistan). vol. XIII. no. L winter 1994-95. p. 44. 
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Since 1981 private sector links had been established between the 

two countries and delegations from the Federation of Pakistam chambers 

of Commerce and Industry visited India. 

As a result of the fruitful discussions between the Pakistani 

delegations and their counterparts in India, the Government of Pakistan 

has approved the import of 40 specified items from India by the Pakistani 

private sector through the Trading corporation of Pakistan (T.C.P.), 

pending the conclusion of a new bilateral trade ah'Teement. The Indo

Pakistan joint commission, signed on 10 March 1983, is certainly a step 

froward in the promotion of mutual relations. According to the text of 

the accord, which comprises I 0 articles, the Indo-Pakistan Joint 

Commission has been established to strenbrthen understanding and to 

promote co-operation between the two countries for mutual benefit in 

economic, trade, industrial, education, health, cultural, consular, tourism 

travel, information, scientific and technological fields. The sub

commission on trade set up under the Indo-Pak Joint Commission held 

meetings in Islamabad and new areas of co-operation between the two 

countries and items for trade were identified. 129 

Economic ties between India and Pakistan entered a new phase 

with Islamabad deciding to lift a eight year old embargo on private sector 

12'} 
S S. Gill and R S. Ghuman, nl19. p. 194 
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trade with India. Under an at,rreement signed between the finance 

ministers of the two countries in January 1986, Pakistan allowed private 

traders of the country to import 42 items from India without going 

through the Trading Corporation of Pakistan. The list turned out to be 

deceptively long, as effectively only 22 items of any significance were 

covered. At a later meeting of the sub-Commission held in August 1987, 

Pakistan offered a list of 250 itetJlS but India wanted a list of not less than 

400 items to be covered. The restoration of democracy, Benazir' s 

coming into power and her initial discussions with Rajiv Gandhi between 

September and December 1988 resulted in new initiatives. The third 

meeting of the Indo-Pakistan sub-commission on trade was held m 

Islamabad on 7 January 1989. This meeting resulted in both sides 

a!:,'Teeing that there was scope for increasing the bilateral trade. India 

proposed at this meeting that Pakistan should extend '"MFN Treatment"' 

to Indian exports. India and Pakistan also a!;reed to set up a Jomt 

Business council with the federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce 

and Industry as the Pakistani modal point. 130 Pakistan expanded the list 

of items that can be imported freely by Pakistani private traders from 249 

to 570 items in' 1989-90 and to 601 in 1998. However, Pakistani 

importers can not import any item outside this list. What is of interest is 

uo 
l N Dixit, Anatomy l!{ a flawed lnheritanc.:e: lndo-Pak Relations, 1970-1994. 
(New Delhi: Konark Publisher, 1995) 
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I 
I 

that this list includes a number of items for winch it does not have 

exportable surpluses. Despite all these_ limitations, the volume of trade 

between india and Pakistan has shown a steady increase from Rs. 4 7.15 

crores in 1987-88 to Rs. 534.76 crores in 1992-93. The balance of trade 

had beeu in favour of Pakistan up to 1992-93. The table -I below gives 

statistical details from 1987-88 to 1993-94. 131 

Table- I 

(in crores of rupees) 

~ 
Exports to Imports from I Total I Balance of 
Pakistan Pakistan ! 

j Trade l 
i 

1-8.91 J 47.15 1987-88 I 19.12 28.03 
I 

! 
I 

1988-89 36.20 72.17 j 108.37 - 35.97 

1989-91 51.39 53.79 105.18 i- 2.40 
! 

1990-91 73.60 84.49 158.09 - 10.89 

i I 1991-92 98.61 149.98 J248.59 ,- 51.37 

I I I I I -1 1992 93 1151.26 !373.50 I 524.76 I- 222.24 
I ' I 

i I 993-94 j200.66 

Source: DGCI 

1.11 
Ibid .. p. 230 

136.48 
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! 337.14 ! + 63. I 8 
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India's major exports to Pakistan during 1993-94 to 1994-95 have 

been iron ore Machinery and instruments, oil meals, dyes. sptces, pamts 

enamels, var~1ishes etc. Table- 2n::: gives the statistical data about Iudia·s 

major exports to Pakistan. 

Commodit~· 

i Oil meals 

Gls/glswr/ceramics/refts/c 
11111( 

Dyes/intmdts & coal tar 
cheml 

Iron ore 

Table 2 

India's Major Exports to Pakistan 

1993-94 

! ll nit of 
! Quantit~· 

lv 
I 

I 
IQ 
I 
I 

Ton 

I 

1145.6'.1 

I 
Kg. I 16.16996 

I I . 

Ton I 29X.2X 

!Q 
i 
J 

lliX914 

(Rs. Million) 

I 994-95 

iV 
! 
' I 

1 2:'6 n 
I 

1211.56-~ 

1153.4() 

! 

Spices Kg. I 117on7c,c, 
I 

IXIU~2 7041&61 107.55 i 

Paints/enamels vamishes. Kg. 
etc. 

Drugs phnncutes & fine 
chemls 

I Tea Kg. 

\ Machinery rutd 
I instnunents 

Fmits and ,·egetables 

I Total abo\·e 

I Total (incl. Others) 

1 
l 2665975 

I 
I 

I 
i 
i 

567X21 

64. I I 

2:'i.R6 

40.77 

0.2X 

16X2.17 
(Xl.71) 

2009.58 

121D452 

1147369 

I 
I 

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics of India March. 1995. 

72.&5 

61.26 

56.94 

36.91 

32.02 

! 1412.22 
1 (78.61) 

1796.57 

1.12 Y.L Rao and et.al. India\ Horder Trade with Select Neixhhourinx countries 
(New Delhi: Research and Information system for the Non-aligned and other 
Developing countries. 1997 ). p 8 I. 
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Major items imported by India from Pakistan include fruits and nuts. 

sugar. textile yarn,' leather, raw bides and skins etc. Table- 3 133 gives the 

statistical details about India's ma_1or imports from Pakstan in 1993-94 

and 1994-95. 

Table 3 
India's Major Imports from Pakistan 

i 1993-94 

1 Commodity I lJnit of! Q :V 
i 

Q 

(Rs. Miiiions) 
1994-95 

v 

1 Fruits and nuts excl t I -

. I I 
: 679.03 804.29 

j ! Quantity I 
i -

I cashew nuts Sugar 1 

Sugar 1 Ton j - 35985 1437 99 
I 

I Txt! vm fabrics ! 100 11 I 
I - 1144 "" - i 

.. ·-· 
I ' 

I made up articles I 

Spices Kg. 4196986 i 79 74 I . \4378535 99.22 

Leather SQD 11840829 j97.31 I ~354248 36.67 

Metalifers and 112.30 
I 

ores - 136.67 
metal scrap ! 

' 
Other crude minerals - \15.41 - I 13.14 

Wool, raw Ton 3944 I 1367 ! 137.62 : 11.36 

Pearls prcus semipres 
I 

I - I. 71 - i 8.05 
I 

stones I 
i 

Raw hides and skins Ton - I 0 OJ 2 1.44 

Total above - Jtt29.78 - I 1566.85 
I 

i (82.67) j (95.07) 
I 

' 

Total (inc. Others) l ( 1366 53) ! 1684.02 

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics of India, March 1995. 

Ibid .. p 82 
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Following the nuclear tests by India and Pakitan in May-June 

1998. the two countries si1!ned the Lahore Declaration in Febmarv. i 999 
• r 4-,. • ..,. ' 

and at,'reed to continue the dialogue process to resolve all their issues. 

On the economic front both sides at--rreed to undertake consultations on 

W.T.O. related issues with a view to coordinating their respective 

positions. They also agreed to determine areas of co-operation in 

information technology, in particular for tackling the problems of Y 

2K. 134 As part of the ongoing composite and intet,rrated dialogue, the 

two countries identified areas of mutual concern. In the field of 

economic co-operation and commercial ties, both India and Pakistan 

signed an agreement in February 1999 by which India would purchase 

power rrom Pakistan. While India, especially its northern states, is facing 

an acute shortage of electricity, Pakistan's surplus electricity is expected 

to be 3000 MW by the end of 1999. Under the at,rreement signed for the 

purchase of electricity by India from Pakistan, it was agreed in principle, 

that initially 300 MW of power will be supplied to India and later it may 

increase llpto I 000 MW. 135 However, both countries differed on the . 
terms of tariff and other modalities. While Pakistan demanded 7.2 cent 

per unit, India offered to buy power at the rate of 3 cent per unit. 

U-1 
Mainstream. val. XXXVII. no. I 0 February 27. 1999, p. 5 

POT (Pakistan Series) February 28. 1999. p. 723 
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Howevec there seem be internal differences within the Pakistani 

government with regard to the issue of the rate to be finally demanded 

from India for the sale of electricity. Differences have cropped up 

between the Ministry of Water and Power and Wapda on the fixation of 

tariff rate to be finally charged from India in case a deal is struck. The 

Wapda management is a~'Teeable to extending only a very marginal 

concession to its demand of 9 cents per unit of electricity while the 

Ministry of Power wants to rationalize the· tariff to be finally offered to 

India because in its perception the sale of surplus electricity irrespective 

of the tariff rate would be a profit to the government because otherwise it 

would go waste. 13
t. Apart from the differences within the Pakistani 

government circles~ there seems to be a strong opposition from the 

hardliners in Pakistan on the issue· of sale of electricity to India in 

par1icular and on the question of improvement of trade and economic 

relations with India. These Indo-Pak talks on the power sale deal are 

followed by the visit of a business delegation ffom India to Pakistan in 

March, 1999. This business delegation of Federation of Indian Export 

organization (FIEO) held wide-ranging discussions with the Pakistani 

businessmen. During this visit it was agreed that the Indo-Pak Joint 

business council would prepare a negative list of items in trade between 

the t\vo countries. This negative list would be draw up on the basis of 

protection required for nascent industries the rest of the items would be 

POT (Pakistan Series) March 23. 1999. p I 004 
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allowed for free trade. This liberalization of bilateral trade would help in 

re!..!.ularisim! the third countrv trade between the two nations. The .... .... -

delegation also discussed the possibilities of Indian direct investment in 

Pakistan in information technology, dyes and chemicals, iron and steel, 

cement and pharmaceuticals. 137 An excellent beginning towards 

promoting better trade and economic relations between the two countnes 

had been made with the decision to form an I ndo-Pak chamber of 

commerce and Industry in February 1999. This joint chamber would 

work towards removing quantitative restrictions on 2,000 commodities 

from India and 500 commodities from Pakistan. It is estimated that if 

these quantitative restrictions on trade are removed and policy 

impediments and uncertain political conditions change, the current Rs. 

650 crore trade between the two countries would touch nearly Rs. 3,500 

crore in three years time. 1311 The large volume of unofficial or illegal 

trade between the two countries is an indicator to the tremendous trade 

potentialities between India and Pakistan. As a result of the politically 

driven trade pollicies of Pakistan and its strategy of linking up Kashmir 

and its resolution to the improvement of trade relations and because of 

the restrictions imposed on the bilateral trade, a large scale unauthorised 

trade takes· place along the 625-mile long Indo-Pak border. Studies 

commissioned by the Benazir Bhutto govemment have shown the extent 

l3i 
POT (Pakistan Series) March 30. 1999. 

Times of India (New Delhi) February 2. 1999. 
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of this trade to be as high as Rs. 2 billion both ways. The composition of 

this trade is highly volatile and quickly responds to pnce and supply 

variations in commodities of general consumption. ;34 Another estimate 

by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and mdustry also 

put the unofficial trade between the two countries at near $ I billion 

which is five times of the official trade ( $200 Million). Apart from the 

illegal bilateral trade between India and Pakistan. a large volume of trade 

through third country channel is also taking place between the two 

countnes. This can be attributed to the t~1ct that there has been a 

substantive demand pattern for Indian items in the Pakistani market. The 

items that make their way to Pakistan through the third country channel 

include textiles machinery, spares and equipment's, tannery equipment, 

machine tools, chemical goods, alcoholic beverages and video tapes. 140 

Pakistan's textile mills use machinery manufactured in India. The 

method used in importing these items is that they are first exported either 

to countries like Singapore or Malaysia or to countries in the Gulf where 

the Indian markings and brand names on them are erased. They are then 

imported into Pakistan, through a costly and tedious process. Similarly, 

the amount of India tyres utilized by the heavy transport sector of 

Pakistan economy is remarkable. Indian tyres have been smuggled into 

IYi 
Mahendra P. Lama, "Boosting lndo-Pak Trade" The Hindustan Times (New . ~ 

Delhi) January I. 1999 

l-11' 
Times of India (New Delhi) Feb 2. 1999 
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Pakistan from the fonner Soviet Central Asia, Afghanistan and the 

Gulf. 141 A large number of vehicle-owners prefer to buy Indian tyres 

and tubes. Some of the tyres are named MRF, Sultan, Ceat, Modi and JK 

tyres which cost from Rs,. 1000 to Rs. 6000, depending on the size, while 

the Pakistani tyres and those from Indonesia and other countries cost Rs. 

1300 to Rs. 12000 per tyre. In addition to these textile machinery and 

tyre, a large number of consumer goods from India are available in the 

markets in Peshawar and Rawalpindi. These consumer goods include 

items like blades, cartridges, razors, washing soaps, powders, Shampoos, 

lipstick, facial wash, ball points, crack cream, note books and stationery 

of all kit1ds and products like coffee. Several items from India like the 

Dabur Amla Shampoo and Dabur Vatika coconut oil are made in UAE 

and brought into Pakistan. 142 Tremendous changes in the global and 

regional economic and commercial environment also seem to give a 

stimulus to the improvement of Indo-Pak trade and economic co-

operation. At the global level world trade organization has come into 
I . 

existence as an international_ trading regime to promote and regulate the 

free .trade among the nations. Both India and Pakistan are. members of 

this organisation and are parties to the 28 to 29 agreements resulting from 
• 

the Uruguay round of trade negotiations. Under these agreements they 

are obliged to liberalize their import policy, reduce the tarrifs and shun 

141 
J.N. Dixit, n. 13, p. 232. 

142 
POT (Pakistan Series) March 17, 1999, p. 932. 
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discriminatory trade policies. Pakistan under its commitments to W.T.O. 

would have to reciprocate by granting Most-Favoured Nation (M.F.N.) 

status to India which it has been refusing for the last 50 many years 

(India granted M.F.N. status to Pakistan long back). Would Pakistan be 

able to defy the new GATT agreement (now W.T.O.) as it did the 1973 

GATT protocol? It looks increasingly doubtful that Pakistan would be 

able to stick to its traditional stand on trade with India in view of these 

changes. 143 At the regional level SAARC provides the way for 

increasing economic co-operation and commercial linkages between its 

members. New trade avenues were opened up with the signing of the 

South Asian Preferential Trading Arrangement (SAPT A) to promote free 

trade in the SAARC region. SAPT A envisages reduction in trade barriers 

such as tariff and non-tariff barriers and positive measures to expand 

trade. India has already entered into trading abTJ"eements with its 

neighbouring countries like Bangladesh, Bhutan Sri Lanka and has 

reduced tariff a~d non-tariff barriers on a range of items. Pakistan, being 
I 

a member of SAARC, is a signatory to the South Asian preferential 

Trading Agreement under which every member country will have to cut 

by I 0°/o duties on imports from each other. Therefore, under the SAPT A 

framework also both India and Pakistan are obliged to engage in free 

trade and economic co-operation. 

l·t1 
Rashid Ahmad Khan, n. 128, p. 49. 
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Pakistan has been following politically driven trade policy towards 

India, despite the fact that vast benefits would accrue to Pakistani 

economy and its consumers with a co-operative and liberal trade policy 

towards India. This is because Pakistan perceives that closer trade and 

economic relations with India would be detrimental to its pobtico 

strategic and ideological interests. Pakistani rulers and hardline elements 

know that closer economic and commercial ties would result in greater 

people to people contact and that in turn would be detrimental to 

Pakistan's ideological moorings. The very existence of the Pakistani 

state is based on the two-nation theory which advocated that the secular 

interests, that is, political and economic interests of the people belonging 

to two religions are mutually exclusive and antagonistic. The Pakistani 

rulers fear that b'Teater interaction and closer relations political, economic 

and cultural would delegitamise or· erode the ideological underpinnings 

or'the Pakistani State. Pakistan adYances unconvincing and superficial 

economic arguments to justify its politically motivated trade and 
\ 

economic poll ides towards India. ·Pakistan, for instance argues that India 

follows a "restrictive' import policy so far as manufacturers are 

concerned. Similarly, there are many industrialists in Pakistan who argue 

that the opening of Indian borders with Pakistan would be followed by a 

large inflow of Indian goods, thus adversely affecting Pakistani local 

·industry. This viewpoint does not conform to the figures. For instance, 

when Indian exports to Pakistan reached their peak in 1977-78, 36% of 
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these exports consisted of items like tea, betel leaf and ginger and 27% 
' 

were manufactured goods which were required for industrial 

development, like cement, iron, steel etc., in Pakistan. 144 Pakistan 'fears' 

that giving MFN status to India will lead to the opening of flood gates to 

Indian goods which may dislodge a large section of Pakistani industries. 

In doing so, however Pakistan does not explain how the Pakistani 

industries are coping up with the onslaught of multinational companies 

which are there in Pakistan in a much bigger way than in many other 

South Asian countries. 145 The real reasons for the Pakistani 

unwillingness to establish practical and positive economic relations with 

India are different. There are vested economic interests within the 

Pakistani commercial and industrial community which do not wish India 

to.enter as a competitive factor in Pakistani economy. As mentioned 

earlier, it is the political and ideological interests of Pakistan which are 

coming in the way of improved trade and economic relations between the 

two countries. 

I -

To conclude, m view·· of the tremendous global and regional 

changes in the economic environment and the mutual benefits that would 

accrue to the peoples of Pakistan and India, there is an imperative need to 

improve trade and economic relations between the two countries. 

144 
Ibid., P: 46. 

145 Mahendra P. Lama, n.l39. 
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CHAPTER-V 



CONCLUSIONS 

The Pakistan-India relations, during the cold war years, were 

characterized by tension, mutual distrust and suspicion. Two countries 

have fought three wars in the past. The domestic political compulsions 

used to determine their foreign policies vis-a-vis each other. The 

bilateral issues that have emerged both during and after the partition have 

only aggravated the tension between the two countries. During the cold 

war years the pace and direction of Indo-Pak relations has thus been 

determined by their bilateral disputes, their respective domestic socio

political dynamics and by the global cold war politics into which South 

Asia has been dragged. The bilateral relations remained hpstage both to 

domestic political compulsions and global cold war po1itics. With the 

end of the cold war, sweeping changes have taken place at the global and 

regional levels. T;he end of the cold war brought apout an autonomy in 

the pace and direction of Pakistan-India relations. The major extra

regional powers like the U.S. and China which used to follow a partisan 

approach towards Indo-Pak problems, no longer evinqe any interest in 

intervening in the lndo-Pak bilateral issues and now seem to take a 

neutral stand on the all issues between India and Pakistan. Despite these 

encouraging changes in the external environment, the political 

differences between India and Pakistan over their long-standing bilateral 

disputes continued to strain the relations between the two countries in the 
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post-cold war era. Tremendous changes in the global and regional 

economic environment have failed to produce any impact on Indo-Pak 

political differences which prevented the development of free trade and 

economic co-operation between the two countries. 

Strategic and security considerations of Pakistan and India have 

always detennined their foreign policies towards each other. The 

strategic and security relationship between two countries during the cold 

war years has remained adversarial and the two countries fourth three 

full-fledged conventional wars. Border Skirmishes and situations of 

crisis bringing the two sides on the brink of war have frequently occurred 

between the two countries. Pakistan's threat perceptions have largely 

shaped its India policies In particular and its foreign policy in general. 

From the inception pakistan decision-makers perceived India as a major 

security threat to pakistan's territorial integrity. Pakistan's perception of 
\ 

a security threat 'from India stemmed from t1~e belief of the pakistani 

ruling elite that India has not reconciled itself to the creation of pakistan 

and therefore is out to dismember Pakistan. Palistani rulers perceived a 

threat from India's size and superior military capabilities in relation to 

Pakistan and other neighbouring countries in the region. Pakistan 

leadership, both civilian military believed that India's conventional 

military superiority poses a major security threat to pakistan's territorial 

intebrrity. Since the disparity with India, Pakistani leaders believed, in 
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terms of military strenbrth poses a security threat to Pakistan's territorial 

integrity, the needs to be undone. Thus, the Pakistan's goal of seeking 

security against a perceived threat from India and its objectives of 

achieving military parity with India had largely shaped Pakistan's India 

policies. It would be no exaggeration to state that during the cold war 

years Pakistan's foreign policy and relation had largely remained India

centric. This is in this context that Pakistan's joining of western military 

alliances like SEATO and CENTO has to be seen. 

The humiliating defeat of Pakistan in the 1971 war with India and 

its consequent dismembennent has only consolidated and reinforced 

Pakistan's threat perception that India is determined to undo Partition and 

dismember Pakistan: The 1971 war has proved, in strategic and security 

terms, that militarily Pakistan is no match for India." The secession of 

East Pakistani Muslims from Pakistan and emergence of Bangladesh has 

proved the two-nation theory to be fallacious and this has given a major 

setback to Pakistan's "national ideology'. This has led to further 

intensification of anti-Indianism in Pakistan's foreign policy. Pakistanis 

rul~rs, without making an honest introspection of their colonial policies 

and step-motherly attitude towards East-Pakistanis which in deed caused 

their alienation, held India responsible for secession of East-Pakistan 

from Pakistan. Thus, the dismemberment of Pakistan led the Pakistani 

decision-makers to look for alternative ways achieving adequate security 
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and defence against India. Pakistan found the way in a nuclear weapon 

and Pakistani leaclership embarked on the path of acquiring nuclear 

weapons capability by hook or crook, to balance India's conventional . 

superiority. Pakistan, however. has consistently maintained that its 

nuclear programme is a reaction or response to India's actions in the 

nuclear field. Thus, Pakistan had perceived a nuclear threat from India 

and maintained that a nuclear India could exercise hegemony over the 

entire subcontinent. In line with their goal of achieving a nuclear 

deterrent Pakistan has finally succeeded in acquiring nuclear weapons 

capability by late 1980s through secret and clandestine means. In the 

course of its nuclear programme, Pakistan has received critical nuclear 

and missile technology from China and termed its nuclear weapon as an 

"Islamic Bomb' to obtain the required financial assistance from the 

Musliln countries of the middle-east India, on the ot-her hand, conducted 

its Peaceful nucl~ar explosion in 1974 and upto 1998 May when it 
j 

conducted a series of nuclear tests, ·maintained an ambiguous nuclear 

policy. 

Thus, by the late 1980s both Pakistan and India had acquired 

nuclear weapon capability and a nuclear dimension has been added to the 

South Asian Security. The threat of .a nuclear attack has assumed 

significance in the strategic thinking of the both countries. Both 

Countries consequently, a sort of nuclear deterrence has been put in 
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place between Pakistan and India. Both countries openly demonstrated 

their nuclear capability in May 1998. The argument of this study is that 

this nuclear deterrence obtaining between the two countries has led to a 

no-full-scale war situation between the two countries and would provide 

stability to· Indo-Pak relations. Now, a full-scale conventional war has 

become a distant possibility between pakistan and India, notwithstanding 

the frequent border clashes. The nuclear deterrence which is based on a 

balance terror induces a sense of caution on both sides. In view of the 

risks of a conventional war escalating to a nuclear exchange the 

possibility of a full-fledged conventional war between the two countries 

could now be discounted. Because of the prevailing nuclear deterrence, 

each country now is assured and certain of a retaliatory strike in case of a 

firstnuclear strike by one side. It may be noted here that from the late 

1980s, when Pakistan started actively supporting insurgency in Kashmir, 

a series of crisis situations wit-h war potential have prevailed between the 
I 

two countries. 

Nevertheless, a conventional war did not break out between India 

and Pakistan. This could be attributed to the nuclear deterrence obtaining 

between the two countries from the ate 1980s: Thus, it is argue in this 

study that the nuclear deterrence between Pakistan and India would lead 

to no-war situation and force the two countries to maintain strategic 

restraint in times of crisis. The central argument of this study is that 

Ill 
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Pakistan's rigid stand on Kashmir and its strategy of sponsonng 

insurgency in Kashmir has led to the worsening of relations between 

India and Pakistan in the Post Cold War era. With the rise of militancy 

from the late 1980s in Kashmir with active support from across the 

border the kashmir issue has re-emerged as a major bone of contention 

between Pakistan and India. The militancy in Kashmir, however, it is 

argued has taken its domestic roots also. The emergence of militancy in 

the valley and its !:,Tfadual spread to other parts of Kashmir is, thus, 

attributed to both domestic and external factors. At the domestic level, 

political mismanagement of Kashmiri affairs by the Central government, 

economic negligence, curtailment of civil liberties, disregard for distinct 

Kashmi-ri culture and identity, mal-administration by successive Kashmiri 

state governments, have all led to the alienation and disenchantment of 

the Kashmiri people. An honest political opposition was not allowed to 

develop in Kashmiri politics both by the central and state leadership. The 
I . 

j 

channels for expressing political discontent were curbed. The rigged and 

unfair elections in the state have created a11 impression amo~g the 

Kashmiris that the central government has utterly disregarded the 

democratic representation and that they are being deprived of political 

power. The curtailment of democratic rights and denial of autonomy to 

the Kashmiris has ultimately resulted in alienation and disenchantment 

among the Kashmiri people. The unemployed and dissatisfied Kashmiri 

youth have taken to the anns which are readily available from across the 
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border. Pakistan took advantage of this Kashmiri disenchantment with 

the Indian state and actively supported the militants morally and 

materially to achieve it objective of waging a proxy war against India and 

sponsoring subversion in the country to break its morale. Pakistan, 

infact, devised this strategy of waging a cost-effective low-intensity 

conflict against India after the 1971 Bangladesh war which proved the 

two-nation theory fallacious with the Bengali-speaking East-Pakistani 

Muslims seceding from Pakistan. Following Pakistan's dismembennent 

in this War, Pakistani decision-makers devised strategies for causing 

subversion and secession in India by actively supporting the centrifugal 

and separatist forces in the country . The Kashmiri resentment ~d u,nrest 

in the valley thus, proved to be an unparalleled opportunity for Pakistan 

to meddle in Kashmir. Volatile sections of the Kashmiri youth were 

recruited by the pro-Pakistan militant groups and were given training, 

anns and ammunition. Apart from these elements, foreign mercenaries 
i 

and mujahidden were sent to Kashmir to carry out subversion. The 

surplus anns from Afghan conflict and the Mujahidden forces were used 

by Pakistan to fonnent trouble in India. Pakistan followed a duel strategy 

of actively supporting the militants on the one hand, and by 

internationalizing Kashmir by raising Kasluniri human rights and se-lf

determination in various international fora on the other. This had a 

deleterious impact on Pakistan-India relations in the post cold war ear. 

The differences over the Kashmir issue have adversely affected the 
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bilateral relations. Pakistan's insistence that Kashmir is a "core' issue 

and should be resolved first if any progress is to be made on other issues 

has made Indo-Pak relations hostage to Kashmir issue. Pakistan sought 

to internationalize Kashmir by calling for third party intervention. While 

India stuck to the principle of bilateralism established by the Shimla 

Agreement by which both Pakistan and India have agreed to solve all the 

issues, including Kashmir bilaterally through peaceful means or any other 

means acceptable to both parties. Thus "Kashmir factor' has become a 

significant determinant in both countries foreign policies towards each 

other and led to the worsening of relations between the two countries In 

the post-cold war era. It is argued in this study that it is not an economic 

rationale wHich explains the low level of Indo-Pak trade-and co-operation 

but, on the contrary, politically driven trade policies of Pakistan towards 

India that has been a major impediments in lndo-Pak trade and economic 

co-operation to P'4t it in differently, it is not the real or genuine economic 
! 

impediments, but the political unwillingness and retience on the part of 

Pakistan that has been largeiy responsible for th~ little or negligible 

volume of the official trade. Eventhough Pakistan advances 

unconvincing arguments like India's "restrictive' import policy being an 

impediment for free trade the real cause has been Pakistan's lack of 

political will to improve trade and economic ties with India. The 

Pakistani "fear' that Indian goods would swamp Pakistani markets if fee 

trade is allowed with India does not confinn to the figures. As is shown 
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in the foregoing discussion, the Indo-Pak trade has been in favour of 

Pakistan from 1987-88 to 1993-94. The large volume of illegal or 

unofficial trade between two countries and the trade taking place though 

a third country channel point to the fact that it is the political differences 

and not any convincing economic rationale that have been a major 

impediment in the improvement of trade and economic linkages between 

the two countries. The vested economic interests within the Pakistani 

commercial and industrial community do not wish India to enter as a 

competitive factor in Pakistani economy. How~ver, the fact that there is 

a large number of Multinational companies operating in Pakistan in a 

much-bigger way than in many other South Asian countries buttresses the 

argument that it is the poJiticaUy motivated anti-Indianism of Pakistan 

ruid not any convincing econom1e- rationale which has restricted the 

lndo-Pak trade. Pakistan's unwillingness to ip1prove trade· with India 

'largely stems' from. the perception of its decision-makers that improved 
I . 

j 

trade and economic interaction between the people of the two counties 

would be detrimental to PakiStan's politico-strategic and ideological 

interests. The improved economic and cotrimercial interactions would 
• 

result in greater people-to-people contact between the peoples of the two 

countries and that might in tum, question or erode the ideological 

underpinnings of the Pakistani state which came into existence on the 

basis of the fallacious two-nation theory and which has been facing an 

identity crisis vis-a-vis India. 
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Appendix 

Lahore Declaration 

(The following is the text ofthe Lahore Declaration signed hy Prime 
Minister A. H. Vcypayee and Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Shar{lin 
Lahore on Fehruary 21): 

The Prime Ministers of the Republic of India and the Islamic Republic of 
Pakistan: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Sharing a vision of peace and stabi-lity between their countries, and 
of progress and prosperity for-their peoples~ 

Convinced that a durable peace and development of harmonious 
relations and friendly cooperation will serve the vital interests of 
the peoples of the two countries, enabling them to devote their 
energies for a better future~ 

Recognising that the nuclear dimension of the security 
environment of the two countries adds to· their responsibility for 
avoidance of conflict between the two countries.~ 

I . 

Committed ito the principles and purposes of the Charter of the 
United Nations, and the· universally-accepted principles of peaceful 
co-existence~ 

Reiterating the determination of both countries to implementing 
the Siinla Agreement in letter and spirit~ • 

Committeed to the objective of universal nuclear disarmament anq 
non-proliferation~ 

Convinced of the importance of mutually agreed confidence 
building measures for improving the security environment; 
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* 

* 

Recalling their agreement of September 23, 1998 that an 
environment of peace and security is in the supreme national 
interest of both sides and that the resolution of all outstanding 
issues, including Jammu and Kashmir, is essential for this purpose~ 

Have agreed that their respective Governments: 

Shall intensify their efforts to resolve all issues, including the 
issues of Jammu and Kashmir: 

* Shall refrain from intervention and interference m each other's 
internal affairs. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Shall intensify their composite and integrated dialogue pro-cess for 
an early and positive outcome of the agreed bilateral agenda. 

Shall take immediate steps for reducing the risk of accidental or 
unauthorised use of nuclear weapons- and discuss concepts and 
doctrines with a view to elaborating measures for confidence 
puilding in the nuclear and conventional fields, aimed at 
prevention of conflict. 

Reaffirm their commitm-ent to the-goals -and objectives of SAARC 
and to conqert- their efforts towards the realisation of the SAARC 
vision for the year 200q and beyond with a view to promoting the 
welfare of the peoples of South Asia and to- improve their Q\lalit~ 
of life thtough accelerated economic growth, social progress anti 
cultural development. 

Reaffirm their condemnation of terrorism in all its forms and 
manifestations and their determination to combat this menace. 

Shall promote and protect all human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. 

Signed at Lahore on the 21st day of February 1999. 
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Joint Statement 

(771e following is the text ql the .Joint .\'tatement issued at the end of 
Prime Minisler A.B. Va_;payee 's visl( to Lahore; 

In response to an invitation by Prime Minister of Pakistan Muhammad 
Nawaz Sharif, Prime Minister of India Atal Behari Vajpayee visited 
Pakistan from February 20-21, 1999 on the inaugural run of the Delhi
Lahore bus service. 

2. The Prime Minister of Pakistan received the Indian Prime Minister 
at the Wagah border on February 20, 1999. A banquet in honour of 
the Indian Prime Minister and his delegation was hosted by the 
Prime Minister of Pakistan at Lahore Fort, on the same evening. 
Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee visited Minar-e-Pakistan, 
Mausoleum of Allama Iqbal, Gurudwara Dera Sahib and· Samadhi 
of Maharaja Ranjeet Singh, On February 21, a -civic reception was 
held in honour of tl1e visiting Prime Minister at the Governor's 
House. 

3. The two leaders held discussions on the entire range of bilateral 
relations, regional cooperation within SAARC, ana issues of 
international concern. They decided-that: 

j 

a) The Two Foreign Ministers will meet periodically to discuss. 
all issues of mutual concern, including nuclear related 
issues. 

·b) The two sides shall undertake consultations on• WTO related 
issues with a view to coordinating their respective positions. 

c) The two sides shall detennine areas of cooperation in 
Information Technology, in particular for tackling the 
problems of YZK 
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d) The two sides will hold consultations with a view to further 
liberalising the visa and travel regime 

e) The two sides shall appoint a two-member committee at 
ministerial level to examine humanitarian issues relating to 
Civilian detainees and missing POWs. 

4. They expressed satisfaction on the commencement of a Bus 
Service between Lahore and New Delhi, tl1e release of firshermen 
and civilian detainees and the renewal of contacts in the field of 
sports. 

5. Pursuant to the directive given by the two Prime Ministers, the 
Foreign Secretaries of Pakistan and India signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding on Febmary 21, I 999, identifying measures 
aimed at promoting an environment of peace and security between 
the two countries. 

6. The two Prime Ministers signed the Lahore Declaration 
embodying their shared vision of peac<; and stability between their 
countries and of progress and prosperity for their peoples·. 

7. Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee extended an invitation- to 
Prime Minister Mllhammad Naw~ Sharif to visit lnqia on 
mutually convenient dates. 

8. Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee thanked Prime Mini-ster 
Muhammad Nawaz Sharif for the wann welcome and gracious 
hosp-itality extended t-0 him and members of his delegation and for , 
the excellent arrangements made for his visit. 

Memorandum of Understanding 

(The fol/owinR is the text ql the Memorandum r?f· { lnderstanding signed 
by foreign .\'ecretary K. Raghunath and Pakistan Foreign Secretary 
Shamshad Ahmad in Lahore on Fehruary 21): 
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The Foreign Secretaries of India and Pakistan: 

Reaffirming the continued commitment of their respective 
govemments to the principles and purposes of the UN Charter. 

Reiterating the determination of both countries to implementing 
the Simla At:,rreement in letter and spirit: 

Guided by the agreement between their Prime Ministers of 
September 23, 1998 that an environment of peace and security is in the 
supreme national interest of both sides and that resolution of all 
outstanding issues, including Jammu and Kashmir, is essential for this 
purpose. 

Pursuant to the directive given by their respective Prime Ministers 
in Lahore, to adopt measures for promoting a stable environment of 
peace, and security between the two cmmtries: 

Have on this day, agreed to the following: 

I. The two sides shall engage in bilater~l consul~at-ions on security 
concepts, and nuclear doctrines, with a view to develop~ng 
measures for confidence building in the quclear and conventional 
fields, aime,d at avoidance of conflict. 

2. The two sides undertake to provide each other with advance 
notification in respect of ballistic missile flight tests, and shall 
conclude a bilateral agreement in this regard. 

• 
3. The two- sides are fully committed to undertaking national 

measures -t{) reducing the risks of accidental or un-authorized qse 
of nuclear weapons under their respective control. The two Sldes 
further un~ertake to notify each, other immediately in the event of 
any accidental, unauthorised or unexplained incident that could 
create the risk of a fallout with adverse consequences for both 
sides, or an outbreak of a nuclear war between the two countries, 
as well as to adopt measures aimed at diminishing the possibility 
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of such actions, or such incidents being misinterpreted by the 
other. The two sides shall identify/establish the appropriate 
communication mechanisms for this purpose. 

4. The two sides shall continue to abide by their respective unilateral 
moratorium on conducting further nuclear test explosions unless 
either side, in exercise of its national sovereignty decides that 
extraordinary events have jeopardised its supreme interests. 

5. The two sides shall conclude an agreement on prevention of 
incidents at sea in order to ensure safety of navigation by naval 
vessels, and aircraft belonging to the two sides. 

6. The two sides shall periodically review the implementation of 
existing Confidence Building Measures 9CBMs) and where 
necessary, set up appropriate consultative mechanisms to monitor 
and ensure effective implementation of these CBS. 

7. The two sides shall undertake a review of the existing 
communication links (e.g. between the respective Directors
General, Military Operations) witJ1 a view to upgrading and 
improvi~g these links, and to provide for fail-safe and secure 
communications 

; 

8. The two sides shall engage in bilateral consultations on security, 
disarmament and non-proliferation issues within the context of 
negotiations on these issues in m~Itilateral fora. 

Where required, the technical detail-s of the above measures will be 
worked out by experts of the two -sjqes in meetings to be held on 
mutually agreed dates, before mid 1999, with a view to reachi~g bilateral 
agreements. 

Done at Lahore on February 21, I 999 in the presence of Prime 
Minister of India Atal Behari Vajpayee and Prime Minister of Pakistan 
Muhammad Nawaz Sharif. 
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